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Abstract

The paradigm of Service Oriented Computing (SOC) and the concepts of Ser-
vice Oriented Architecture (SOA) became widely used in the integration and
development of distributed services in a variety of domains, from enterprise
applications to cloud-based platforms. The core concept of these approaches
is to support the design and integration of composite services.

Although the functional development of services has gained signi�cant at-
tention and tool support during recent years, incorporating quality aspects
remained mostly the task of the composite service developer. Runtime assur-
ance of correct behavior, both in terms of functionality and Quality of Service
became a design objective, considering the service components, which are not
under the control of the integrator of the composite services and may change
even during operation time.

My dissertation presents model-driven methods for quality-driven model-
ing, synthesis and analysis of critical services implemented over the Service Ori-
ented Architecture paradigm. The contributions followed an approach where
architectural and analysis aspects are driven by concepts and di�erent view-
points of service quality in order to assure standard compliance. The focal
point addressed design for dependability of applications over SOA.

The main contributions presented are quality-driven model-based design of
services, veri�cation of fault tolerant mechanisms in service oriented systems,
and model-driven quantitative performability analysis of critical services.
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Összefoglalás

A szolgáltatásorientált számítástechnika (Service Oriented Computing) paradig-
mája, és az ehhez kapcsolódó szolgáltatásorientált architektúra megközelítés
széles körben használatos elosztott rendszerekre épül® szolgáltatások tervezésé-
ben és integrációjában számos területen, nagyvállalati rendszerekt®l a felh®
alapú alkalmazásokig.

Bár a szolgáltatások funkcionalitásának tervezése nagy �gyelmet kapott és
számos eszközzel támogatott, a min®ségi aspektusok �gyelembevétele több-
nyire az összetett szolgáltatások fejleszt®jének feladata. Figyelembe véve,
hogy a felhasznált szolgáltatás komponensek sok esetben nincsenek a szolgál-
tatás integrátorának felügyelete alatt és tulajdonságaik akár m¶ködés közben
változhatnak, a helyes viselkedés futásidej¶ garantálása, ideértve a korrekt
m¶ködést és a min®ségi (Quality of Service) követelményeket, a tervezés kiemelt
célja lett.

Disszertációmban modell alapú, min®ségvezérelt módszereket mutatok a
szolgáltatásorientált architektúra paradigmáját követ® rendszerek tervezére,
szintézisére és elemzésére. A bemutatott eredmények a különböz® architek-
túra tervezési és min®ségi aspektusokat úgy ötvözik, hogy a módszer mind
metodikáját követve, mind az eredményeit tekintve megfeleljen a vonatkozó
szabványoknak. A tervezés fókuszában a SOA alapú alkalmazások szolgál-
tatásbiztonsága áll.

A bemutatott eredmények az alábbi területekre koncentrálnak: min®ség-
vezérelt, modell alapú szolgáltatástervezés, hibat¶r® szolgáltatások és mech-
anizmusok ellen®rzése, és kritikus szolgáltatások teljesít®képességének kvanti-
tatív kiértékelése.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Design of

Dependable Services

1.1 Research Scope

The paradigm of Service Oriented Computing (SOC) and the concepts of Ser-
vice Oriented Architecture (SOA) became widely used in the integration and
development of distributed services in a variety of domains, from enterprise
applications to cloud-based platforms. The notion of Service refers here to an
autonomous and platform-independent functional unit [1].

Although the term SOA is mainly used for XML-based distributed Web ser-
vices, a number of similar approaches like REST-based services, microservices
or cloud-based services are similar in the sense that independent, communicat-
ing entities are cooperating via standardized operations in a loosely-coupled
manner. A common point in these approaches is the support of design and
integration of composite services.

Although the functional development of services gained signi�cant atten-
tion and tool support during recent years, incorporating quality aspects re-
mained mostly the task of the service developer.

Considering the components of composite services, these are typically out
of the control of the service integrator and may be subject of potential changes
even during operation time. Therefore, runtime assurance of correct behavior,
both in terms of functionality and Quality of Service became a design objec-
tive. The overall approach and positioning of the main research objectives are
depicted in Fig. 1.1.

My main research goals were the following:

1. Evaluate and support the possibilities of application of model-driven de-
velopment (MDD) methods in the quality-driven design of service
oriented applications, with the incorporation of extra-functional aspects
in MDD.

1
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Figure 1.1: Research topics

2. Support the runtime veri�cation/testing of SOA components to �nd er-
rors caused by deviations from the speci�cation in service behavior, i.e.,
guarantee correctness of services by detection of underlying errors.

3. Extend performance evaluation with quantitative analysis of performa-
bility, to assess the performance of services, considering the e�ects of
faults.

In SOA, there is a strong correlation between the functional re�nement
and the unit of implementation, as applications are typically not monolithic,
but built as composite services, which often rely on invoking external service
providers.

In my dissertation, the majority of the examples and illustrations are from
the SOA domain. However, the application of the suggested methods is not
restricted to a particular domain or technology, but can be generalized. As
I followed a model-driven approach, that starts from functional models and
handles logical concepts separated from implications of concrete technologies,
an arbitrary application in this design space can bene�t from the presented
results.

1.2 Solution Approach

In the recent years, design of demanding applications became more and more
subject of standards. The approach presented in the thesis aims at being com-
pliant to main de-facto and industrial standards like ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011
[ISO11b].

The principal idea behind this standardization is the systematic collection
of requirements for the individual aspects, constraints and design to each of
them with a corresponding architecture description, preferable formulated as
a model in an aspect-speci�c modeling language. Note, that conformance to
the standard alone does not assure the consistency of the individual models
describing the particular aspects and constraints. Since the mid-90s, model
transformation based approaches [Bon+99] put a core engineering model into
the focus enriched by aspect-related elements for further analysis.
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The use of a single core model, analyzed from the perspective of di�erent
constraints, supports to achieve a consistent design, assuming that aspect-
speci�c models are derived by automated model transformations, following
the principles of Model-Driven Development (MDD).

Criticality of a system implies elevated quality requirements compared to
the common level. Standards like ISO250xx series describe the main notion
and aspects of Quality in Use, Product Quality and Data Quality, which can be
used as guiding constraints in the above mentioned architecture design process.
Product Quality refers to characteristics of the product which are inherent to
the design while Quality in Use refers to user-perceived attributes.

The service-based approach to system integration raises the problem of
de�ning Service Level Agreements [MA02] (SLA) between the provider and
user of the main service, and as such, it may specify the objectively measurable
elements of Quality in Use. In this context, SLAs are used to describe the
required quantitative parameters of a service, related to a particular client or
class of clients. In order to capture aspects of critical services, I extended the
scope according to [Avi+04].

1.2.1 Design for Service Quality

The architecture development standards do not de�ne either the modeling
language or the model kind. In the mainstream of model driven design, UML
and its derivatives like MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Real-time and
Embedded systems, [OMG09]) are used as the core modeling approach and
language. The method, starting in architecture design phase, enriches it with
the notions of non-functional properties determining Quality in Use and Product
Quality, facilitating a transformation of engineering models into mathematical
tools.

From the modeling point of view, the faithfulness, compactness and cor-
rectness of the models demand a good expressivity of the modeling approach.

Accordingly, one of my objectives was the integration of the core standards
into this evaluation process for the particular �eld of SOA, primarily process
modeling languages for the computation and platform independent modeling
phase and Web service related ones, to the platform speci�c one.

Two typical analysis methods can be distinguished:

Qualitative evaluation checks the correctness of the designated architec-
ture, including the built-in mechanisms and measures to mitigate poten-
tial problems like faults.

Quantitative analysis already applies measures both in the speci�cation of
target requirements and delivered by designated architecture.

This way, the evaluation conformance of a candidate architecture with the
requirements gets an objective set of criteria.
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1.2.2 Service Analysis by Model Transformations

My second objective was the elaboration of model transformation based ap-
proaches that help to automate the generation of SOA models for evaluation
purposes. Here the focus was on those aspects, which have a high priority in
service oriented architectures and problems already covered in a wider class of
application domains are omitted from the research scope. In my work, I mod-
eled composite services as work�ows speci�ed in Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL), but the results are applicable to other executable work�ow
models as well.

In the case of SOA, my work focused on reusing existing analysis methods
and tools of high e�ciency as far as possible. An opportunity granted for
this approach is that while the algorithmic complexity of large scale SOA-
based systems can exceed by orders of magnitude that of traditional monolithic
applications, the strong functional and correlated architectural decomposition
of the system increases the model compactness by using complex elementary
functions complying to uniform rules.

Typically, any complex system undergoes multiple design checking and
re-design iterations. In order to assess the e�ectiveness of the design-V&V
process, a careful tracing of the outcomes is necessary, which is subject of a
dedicated data analysis of the processing approaches and tools. This way, the
elaboration of the methodology of evaluation was a priority target.

As a common modeling approach, I followed the principles of VPM (Visual
Precise Metamodeling, [VP03]) to capture these aspects. Fig. 1.2 captures the
main model types and mappings among them, detailed later in Chapter 3.

Architectural
Description

Quantitative Model Qualitative Quality
Model 

Quantitative Quality
Model 

Quantitative Analysis
Model 

Qualitative Analysis
Model 

Figure 1.2: High level mappings between models
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1.3 Contributions and Thesis Structure

The contributions of my dissertation are the following:

1. Quality-driven Model-Based Design of Critical Services. I com-
plemented the model-based design paradigms with quality aspects for
designing critical Web services. Starting from extra-functional require-
ments leading to provenly sound business processes, I elaborated a method-
ology for the empirical evaluation of the e�ectiveness of the V&V process.

2. Veri�cation of Fault Tolerance in SOA-based Applications. Based
on the modeling of fault tolerance mechanisms applied in SOA, I devel-
oped a solution for checking their appropriateness by formal veri�cation
and/or testing.

3. Quantitative Analysis of Critical Services. I extended the quan-
titative evaluation of critical SOA-based applications by performability
analysis of services and their underlying infrastructures.

The thesis is structured as follows: after this general introduction on the
background of service development, Chapter 2 summarizes the mathematical
background and methods used in the dissertation, Chapter 3 describes contri-
butions related to quality modeling of services, Chapter 4 discusses contribu-
tions towards the veri�cation of service components, while Chapter 5 presents
quantitative analysis methods applied for services. Finally, Chapter 6 summa-
rizes the thesis and discusses further research directions.





Chapter 2

Modeling Background

This chapter summarizes the engineering languages used in service design and
the formal methods used for sound service composition. Service composition
needs the modeling of structural aspects, the logic of service invocations and
data dependencies, and also the behavior of communicating services in a state-
oriented way. While these aspects cover di�erent characteristics of the same
model elements, information which is common for all viewpoints (e.g., the
existence of connection between two services) should be captured in a uniform
way. Therefore, a compact mathematical representation is introduced to cover
the concepts which are necessary to model structural behavioral and quality
aspects of service integration.

2.1 Model-based Service Engineering

2.1.1 Architecture Design by ISO 42010

The ISO42010 [ISO11b] standard de�nes a conceptual framework for develop-
ing system and software architecture. The standard assumes that an Archi-
tecture Description Language captures information important to one or more
stakeholders, who have one or more concerns regarding a system. These con-
cerns are formulated in di�erent kinds of models that re�ect architectural
viewpoints. Correspondence rules may introduce additional constraints and
consideration which should be met by models expressed in an ADL.

ISO42010 de�nes a high level approach, which is then followed by (and
instantiated in) many domain speci�c models, created in architecture descrip-
tion languages and lifecycle processes. Attached to the standard, more than
70 frameworks are available 1.

Some of these frameworks ([Har11; HS08; Mal+09], are relevant in service
integration as well. ISO42010 de�nes a methodology at a �meta� level, without
the de�nition of speci�c concerns or viewpoints.

1texthttp://www.iso-architecture.org/ieee-1471/afs/frameworks-table.html

7
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Figure 2.1: Architecture de�nition according to ISO42010

2.1.2 Service Lifecycle Management Methods

Service Oriented Modelling and Architecture is a general service de-
sign methodology suggested by IBM [Ars+08]. SOMA � which is said to be
proven in a number of concrete projects- focused on how to design and intro-
duce novel service oriented solutions. Main steps of the SOMA methodology
include:

• Business modelling and transformation.

• Identi�cation of services and information �ows.

• Speci�cation of components, �ows, and information.

• Implementation (assembly of services). + Realization via service pat-
terns.

• Deployment and monitoring.

• Solution management (re-design).

SOMA follows a structured method for service development, however, the
connection between phases of this development is not guaranteed by the ap-
proach.

The Open Group Architectural Framework (TOGAF) is a method-
ology to support the modeling and governance of enterprise IT architecture.
TOGAF [Har11] is based on the Archimate [LPJ09] modelling language which
captures structural and behavioral information of an enterprise system. TO-
GAF and ArchiMate is also approved as �compliant� by the NATO as a possible
implementation of NATO Architecture Framework (NAF,[HS08]).
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Requirement management play a key role in the standard. ArchiMate
modelling language is reportedly used in various public sector projects, e..g,
in the Netherlands and Malaysia ([Bou+11b; BKH16]).

The SOA Governance Framework ([Gro09]) is a standard created speci�-
cally to describe how service oriented systems should be managed. Governance
refers to the broad term of managing and operating a complex system, where
technical and human factors may interfere and the environment, requirements
and the system itself may evolve over time. In the case of SOA, assuring gov-
ernance is focused on checking how the integration and operation of a service
meet the requirements.

The standard refers to SOA Governance Vitality Method, which is a cyclic
process of activities with the aim of improving the maturity of a SOA system.

System Engineering Book of Knowledge (SEBOK) The System En-
gineering Book of Knowledge (SEBOK[KM+01]) is a collection of system
engineering methods, processes and best practices. It introduces a number
of processes in system modeling and management which can be mapped to
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 ([ISO02]). Although these cover most of the activities
in a service development project, SEBOK is not primarily focused on creating
agile services. However, the separation of concerns during the architecture
design phase is a valuable method in service design. Most important aspects
of SEBOK (namely, the separation of concerns) are covered by ISO42010.

While all the above lifecycle management methods deal with the quality of
the overall service, the consistency of information (captured either by struc-
tured models or as text) across the di�erent lifecycle phases is not assured,
therefore the evaluation and assurance of quality remains a task highly de-
pending on the domain expert. Also, most of the quality assurance is provided
by manual checking or tests without a guarantee on the e�ectiveness and ef-
�ciency of the validation process itself. In my work, I was concentrating on
applying model-driven analysis methods in order to support the formal evalu-
ation of quality aspects which may have a�ects in multiple phases of lifecycle.

2.1.3 General Requirements on Service Quality

The ISO 25010 standard [ISO10] de�nes the main aspects of Product Qual-
ity and Quality in Use, which are brie�y summarized here. Product Quality
attributes are inherent to the software itself, but also depend on the environ-
ment the software will be deployed to.

Functional suitability refers to how the software meets expected function-
ality under speci�ed conditions. This characteristic described what a
service will provide. Functional suitability is a key requirement in ser-
vice design as well. Performance e�ciency collects concepts related to
resource usage. This characteristic describes under which conditions the
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service will meet functional requirements (e.g., in what capacity, response
time, etc.). In service design, performance e�ciency is an important
requirement, which should be formulated in Service Level Agreements
(SLA), since the internal behavior of service components is not known,
and in many cases, not directly governed by the service integrator.

Compatibility in software development refers to the degree to which a prod-
uct can cooperate with other products. It is determined by co-existence,
which refers to how the product can work in a shared environment with
other products, without any �detrimental� impact ([ISO10]). In case of
service development, this is often ful�lled by the development principle
and distributed technologies that encapsulate core functionalities. How-
ever, the de�nition of such a requirement is still important, since services
may share resources, data, network, etc. in the underlying software en-
vironment, which may remain hidden from the integrator, as services are
described at the interface level. Interoperability is another important
issue, which, at the technical level, is easy to achieve, since it is a key
aspect in service integration technologies. Again, if semantics of data
is considered, basic technologies will not provide enough support to cre-
ate services that are interoperable at the domain level as well (e.g. can
handle messages and interpret parameters in the required manner).

Usability refers to terms mostly related to user experience, de�ned in a broad
term. These are mostly related to how the user accesses software func-
tionality, and therefore are not primarily relevant in service integration.
There is, however, an attribute that is important in service integration as
well: user error protection refers to how the system is protected against
user errors. In the case of a composite service, where a user input may
reach di�erent distributed services, which were originally not designed to
cope with missing or faulty data (e.g., back-o�ce systems), this attribute
will be important because its direct impact on other characteristics.

Reliability refers to the characteristic of the system that it operates under
speci�ed conditions for a period of time. Maturity refers to how the
system behaves under normal conditions (i.e., without the presence of
faults). Availability in this de�nition describes to what degree is the
system "operational and accessible" for the user. Fault tolerance refers
whether and to what extend the system is operation as required in the
presence of faults. Recoverability corresponds to the ability of the sys-
tem to wok after an interruption or failure. Reliability aspects will be
discussed later in more details as these are on the one hand crucial in the
service quality, but general service development methods do not directly
address these set of properties.
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Security refers to the generic terms of appropriate data access, ensured by a
combination of con�dentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, accountability
and authenticity.

Performance e�ciency is related to the performance regarding the resources
used in computation. It refers to three basic characteristics of resource
utilization (which needs a �ner granularity on modeling than the usual
black-box modeling of services), capacity and timing.

Portability describes how a functionality can be adapted to another environ-
ment. Due to the nature of service design, this is true for most of the
services, however, other aspects like performance e�ciency may impose
restrictions on this.

Maintainability refers to how e�ectively and e�ciently a software can be
modi�ed. While some of these aspects (like modularity or reusability) are
again provided by the service oriented computing paradigm, some others
are highly application-dependent (analyzability and modi�ability). As
most service description languages assume that a service is a black box,
testability remains an open question in this �eld.

Some of these notions (Reliability, Security, aspects of Performance E�-
ciency) will be adapted to service design in Sec. 3.1.4.

The compound characteristics of dependability in classical terminology refers
to the �user perceivable� characteristics of the system [Avi+04], captured by
Quality in Use aspects.

ISO 25010 Systems and software quality models [ISO10] de�nes a set of
characteristics which describe the quality aspects of a computer system or
software. Although some aspects de�ned by the standard are not directly
related to service integration (like user interface aesthetics), ISO25010 is highly
relevant in the �eld of service-based systems as well (see e.g., [OMF14; Abr+08;
GL11]).

Fig. 2.2 summarizes how my contributions are related to ISO 20510 con-
cepts in the �eld of SOA. Aspects which are facilitated by standard SOA
development techniques are separated from those which were focus in my re-
search. Some concepts are also highly application dependent, and need special
design mechanisms for the components used in a service orchestration

A detailed list of the quality aspects with short explanation of the concepts
is available in Appendix A.

In the domain of fault tolerant systems, notions of dependability are com-
monly referred to according to the terminology of IFIP WG10.4., summarized
in [Avi+04].

Fig. 2.3 shows the "Dependability and security tree", i.e., the basic con-
cepts of dependability. Besides the quality characteristics, the taxonomy also
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Figure 2.2: Thesis contributions to service quality

concentrates on how to handle threats and introduces the Fault-Error-Failure
chain of e�ects.

Failure: Failure occurs when the system is not behaving according to its spec-
i�cation.

Error: Error is a change in the overall system state which may lead to a
failure.

Fault: A fault is the cause of an error.

I also considered a classi�cation of software faults described by the IEEE
standard 1044 [IEE09] during my research.

Improving dependability characteristics of a system can be achieved in
multiple ways:

Fault prevention: reduces the fault occurrence probabilities or try to elimi-
nate certain fault cases.
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Figure 2.3: Basic concepts of dependability([Avi+04])

Fault tolerance: aims at strengthen the system in order to operate correctly
even in the presence of faults by error detection and recovery methods.

Fault removal: aims at removing the already present fault from the system,
thus making it operate again.

Fault forecasting: focuses on prediction of localized faults in a HW/SW
environment in order to support targeted fault prevention mechanisms
(like re-juvenation).

2.1.4 Languages for Service Engineering

In the following part, I brie�y summarize some of the most important service
design and engineering languages.

The following section gives a high level overview on the engineering lan-
guages used in SOA context.
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2.1.4.1 Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL, [JE07]) is a standard created
by the merge of two previous work�ow languages focusing on integration of
web services (XLANG of Microsoft and WS-FL of IBM). BPEL is an exe-
cutable orchestration language for business processes based on Web Services.
BPEL resembles to a traditional structural language with instructions called
activities. The language also has variables containing messages communicated
to and from external services. Basic activities carry out data manipulation,
structured activities de�ne the control sequence.

Basic activities specify how elementary data manipulation should be car-
ried out. It is either done by the execution environment without external input
(simple expression evaluation based on the input parameters), or by an inde-
pendent service reached via Web Service. In the latter case the input value is
sent to the service, and the value of the output variable is overwritten with
the received result. Structured activities de�ne the control �ow of the business
process. They include sequence, selection and iteration as other programming
languages. The decision of a selection can either be based on an expression
referring to values in variables, or the type of an incoming message. In the
latter case a timeout may also be set to avoid the work�ow to wait inde�nitely.
Parallel execution of subactivities may also be speci�ed.

Basic principles behind BPEL are the following:

Web service integration: Web service invocations are the core elements im-
plementing business functionalities.

Execution: The language is designed to describe service compositions which
are executed on a central process engine.

Hierarchy: BPEL introduces the notion of scope. A scope is a group of pro-
cess elements which correspond to a logically connected set of activities.

Static analysis criteria: The language is extended with well-formedness cri-
teria which describe the possible combination of building blocks captured
by scope objects. These static check include constraints on process struc-
ture and the number of process elements, but do not cover dynamic
behavior.

Variable de�nition: Processes work on global and local (scope-wide) vari-
ables. An Assign element is used to write these variables. Local variables
are hidden from other activities of the orchestration,

Explicit data handling: Data manipulation is carried out by XPath lan-
guage.

Abstract and executable processes: The language support the de�nition
of abstract and executable processes. Abstract processes are partially
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speci�ed and. Abstract processes typically do not contain references
to concrete Web services to be called (including network endpoints),
but specify the interfaces which a service should adhere to. Abstract
processes may also contain parts which describe internal behavior and
will not be communicated across business partners (e.g. how a selection
criteria is evaluated internally). Therefore, abstract processes are closer
to protocol speci�cation than an executable work�ow.

Human tasks: As a lot of business work�ows need human intervention dur-
ing the execution (decisions, con�rmation, etc.), BPEL was extended to
integrate WS-HumanTask standard which describes the state machine of
a human task [Ing+12]. This state machine de�nes the lifecycle of such a
task. Possible �nal states of a human task are Completed , Failed ,Error ,
Exited and Obsolete. Note that this de�nes an initial fault model for
human tasks as well.

The standards introduces error handling mechanisms by structured exception
handling, where typed exceptions can be attached to scopes. Exception
handling follows a bottom-up approach, similarly to most structured
programming languages: the scope at the lowest hierarchical level is
the �rst to catch an exception which is thrown up until a scope has a
matching exception handler de�ned. If there is no such handler, the
execution engine will fail to �nish the process.

Compensation: Compensation handlers are introduced in order to cope with
the issues of transactionality. A compensation handler (de�ned also the
level of scopes) is executed if the scope is already successfully �nished,
but a compensation request is issued, typically in an exception handling
branch at another part of the process. In contrary to fault handling, com-
pensation handling is executed top-down, i.e., the scope at the highest
level of hierarchy is executing its assigned compensation handler �rst.
Moreover, according to the speci�cation, the execution engine should
store the values of each variable included in a compensation handler as
it was at the during the original, successful scope execution. Whenever
a compensation handler is run, it should these original variable values.

Although BPEL is widely used to implement automated business processes
in a number of domains (banking, insurance, government services, supply chain
management, etc.), the language lacks the support of service quality descrip-
tion, i.e., extra-functional requirements and characteristics of services used in
orchestration. It is worth note that according to my knowledge, a joint work
extending my contribution C2 was the �rst to cover the proof-of-correctness
of compensation mechanisms in BPEL [2].
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2.1.4.2 Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)

Business Process Modeling Notation [OMG11]is a general standard on business
process modeling, and in its latest versions, execution. Originally a modeling
notation only, it was extended to cover executable behavior as well. BPEL
modeling constructs can be entirely described by BPMN language, as also
de�ned by the BPMN standard (Chapter "Mapping BPMN Models to WS-
BPEL", [OMG11]).

BPMN is using gateways in order to create complex control structures of
individual activities.

BPMN is not explicitly modeling the semantics of tasks and data handling
(although some tools implement the functionality to add an enumeration-like
state variable for data objects). Moreover, the same logical data object can
be represented by multiple elements in the model. Therefore, using only a
standard BPMN model, the data �ow is not always possible to be captured.

BPMN is considering all activities as blackboxes, without any information
on timing, capacity, or resources. Therefore, the modeling and evaluation of
low level faults and failure propagation needs extensions.

2.1.4.3 Service Component Architecture (SCA)

Service Component Architecture aims at creating a component model and un-
derlying technological support for SOA systems. While SCA did not became
mainstream, its basic principles make it a good candidate as deployment plat-
form:

• Components are the main building blocks without specifying implemen-
tation technology. Local software components (written in Java) and
remote Web services both can be used in logical architecture de�nition.

• Components are connected by high level wires which are de�ned at a
lower level of abstraction according to the technical implementation of
components (e.g., local components communicate via local procedure
calls, etc.).

• Hierarchical modeling is supported via the integration of composite com-
ponents or even BPEL processes as building blocks.

• Extra-functional properties can be de�ned both for components and
wires among them. These properties are again translated to the level
of corresponding technologies (e.g. Web services security standards),
however, there is no support for validation of requirements.

The work presented in C1.1 was partially mapped to this standard in [3].
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2.1.4.4 Business Entity De�nition Language

A connected proposal, raises questions important in service development , is
the Business Entity De�nition Language (BEDL). Although the standard itself
is speci�c to the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) designed for
composing web service based work�ows, the business entity approach behind
clearly has bene�ts in model-based service design [Nan+10]).

Business Entity De�nition Language covered the following aspects:

• Data objects have state machines associated which express high level
states of the encapsulated entity (e.g., initialized, con�rmed, etc.).

• A data object has a number of event/operations which may change its
state. These operations correspond to events sent to a business process
or among di�erent communicating parties within a process instance.

• A data object may have di�erent actor associated.

• An access model represents the well-known CRUD (Create, Read, Up-
date, Delete) oeprations, which have an access model bound to the state
of the object and the actors.

In contrary to BPEL, BEDL has not become a widely used language, yet it
covered some very important aspects of service integration in a systematic and
logical way. Although that the principles of even-driven data manipulation is
not new, most process modeling languages (including BPEL) do not explicitly
model the status of data, nor provide a detailed model for data access opera-
tions. Some of my results can be directly applied in this modeling formalism,
e.g., the proof of correctness for (C1.2) and the runtime veri�cation presented
in C3.3.

2.1.4.5 Web Service Description Language

Web Services Description Language [Chi+07] is an interface de�nition language
for Service Oriented Architecture. It focuses on functional integration and de�-
nition of logical entry points, data format, and basic message exchange. WSDL
descriptors can be generated from a structural model like [OMG; VP04a] or
even synthesized from existing code by re-engineering.

Interface An Interface (in former standard: Port) is a set of logically con-
nected functionalities.

Operation An Operation is an input-output exchange of structured and typed
messages. An operation may have multiple fault messages associated.

Type declarations can be used in multiple operations and messages.
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Binding de�ned the physical network endpoint where the concrete logical
service is available. Note that without endpopint de�nition, the service
declaration is still be fully interpretable.

If concrete network endpoints are speci�ed, a service becomes executable,i.e.,
invocable from remote applications acting as service clients.

2.1.5 Quality Modeling

MARTE is used in combination with SysML in multiple methodologies in order
to develop realtime embedded systems ([Esp+09; MLB11; QSI12; Rei+13]). In
my dissertation I am using the concepts of MARTE as a uniform framework
for metrics de�nition which is then applied for the speci�c context of Web
services in 3.1.4.

The aspects collected by the standard can be mapped to the notion of
concept in ISO 42010 via introducing meta-quality [Rus+17]. Meta-quality
connects the concrete aspects of software quality de�ned in ISO25010 and the
architectural concerns of ISO42010.

Product quality is modeled by an extended version of an Architecture De-
scription Language where concern-speci�c information is covered. In order to
assure quality in use, product quality has to be carefully designed. This is
supported by speci�c mathematical analysis approaches, which have their cor-
responding modelling language (metamodel). Analysis models, on the other
hand, may rely on information captured by multiple architectural viewpoints
and languages, specifying e.g. structural re�nement and behavior or timing
concerns.

In the case of mathematical modelling, an Analysis Description Language
(AnDL) is needed to precisely capture formal concepts. An AnDL may cover
one ore more quality aspect, therefore the selection of mathematical models
should be driven by quality requirements on a given set of services.

In the case of availability, for instance, information on the fault rate of a
component or communication channel can be added to the functional model
of the component or channel. This way, the analysis of the concern is directly
connected to the functional model.

This enables the back-annotation of analysis results, therefore the inter-
pretation of quality can be done directly on the architecture model. This may
serve either as a design time �quality checking� method, or a validation of
design assumptions, considering the analysis of runtime results. This latter
use of analysis may directly contribute to the evaluation and improvement of
�quality in use� aspects.

In my dissertation I present quality aspects and corresponding Analysis De-
scription Languages, which will be directly connected to Architectural Descrip-
tion Languages, therefore a mapping from architectural concerns and quality
aspects is realized. A concern will typically introduce language extensions,
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Figure 2.4: Meta Quality: Connection between ISO 25010 and ISO 42010
(from [Rus+17])

which are supported by many modeling frameworks. The pro�ling mechanism
of UML is a widely used method to incorporate additional, domain or analysis
speci�c information in a general purpose modeling notation.

I will go through some concerns and aspects which are important in service
integration and give methods to support the model-driven analysis of these
aspects, and the synthesis of services which meet aspect-speci�c requirements.
I will show how speci�c description models and analysis description languages
can support these methods.

As in the case of Service Oriented Architecture, the functional and physi-
cal architecture are close due to the underlying technologies, software quality
has a dominant in�uence on service quality, assuming that the implementa-
tion platform works according to the speci�cation. Therefore, the functional
architecture also serves as a deployment model, and can be directly used in
dependability analysis, where functionality and context should be handled to-
gether.

2.1.6 Performance and E�ciency of Composite Services

The model based analysis of a process necessitates additional information to
the basic functionality of the process, such as failure rates of components,
required and guaranteed response times, availability, repair times (for instance,
time interval between retrying to invoke a service), etc. Non-functional design
patterns such as Recovery Block should also be considered, e.g. in case of
a failure, the invocation of the fastest service can be followed by calling a
slower but more robust variant. The system dependability model [14] has to
be created from rather di�erent engineering models.
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The external service is described only by a black box model, describing
the functional interface, performance and dependability-related quantitative
parameters while the internal services have to be extracted from a model indi-
cating both the functionality and the deployment to resources, extended by the
non functional parameters. A uniform system-wide model has to be derived
from these engineering models for the further analysis.

Available extensions of BPM lack a support of the usage of dependabil-
ity parameters and fault tolerance patterns in the model. There are, how-
ever, numerous evolving standards, speci�cations and research in this �eld like
[Gra+02]. XML-based description languages such as WS-Reliability[OASa],
WS-BaseFaults [LM06] can describe the characteristics of a certain endpoint,
i.e. a Web service or a port/method of a Web service. These descriptions can
be associated with WSDL �les.

As the actual description language is irrelevant from the analysis point of
view, a general description language is adopted among the several emerging
languages and technologies such as Web Service Level Agreements (WSLA,
[KL03]) which contains language elements for at least a subset of the perfor-
mance and dependability characteristics.

In general, an SLA contains measurement objectives, their guaranteed val-
ues, a measurement methodology and some goals and obligations for the par-
ticipating parties. An SLA can be attached to all service invocations, described
as simple activities in a business processes, although no uni�ed formalization
of such documents exists.

Several descriptions of the QoS parameters of Web services were proposed,
e.g. in [KL03], [TPP02] and [Ley+01], however, no single, standardized de-
scription format was generally accepted.

As the service level of the system depends on external providers, a stan-
dardized description of the QoS parameters of Web services is needed in order
to have a consistent view of the QoS at the level of composed services.

A typical SLA contains the objectives to be measured, such as the transac-
tional throughput of a web server or the response time of a remote web service,
the measurement algorithm (e.g. how to compose an average measure), the
fee of the service and the punishments related to violating the requirements.
Guaranteed values of SLA parameters can be negotiated with the client.

After such a negotiation, a complex process can be composed based on
elements having well-de�ned QoS guarantees. The process of this negotiation
is out of the current scope; several ideas are discussed in [Zen+03; Ran03]. In
my research the emphasis is on the evaluation of the process models extended
with the dependability description. Hereby I suppose a WSLA-like description
for the resources and the services.
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2.2 Mathematical Modeling Methods

In engineering processes, a typical design �ow consists of model re�nement op-
erations, starting from an abstract model, by adding details, a re�ned model
should be achieved in such a way that the consistency with the original model
is reserved. In practical design processes targeting critical applications, a sep-
arate phase targets veri�cation, i.e., the checking of the appropriateness of
the re�nement process. In model-based engineering for dependability, this
model handling process needs a formal foundation. The following subsection
summarizes the core concept of Visual Precise metamodeling, an approach
successfully used in engineering model re�nement-based processes. Note that
this concept and calculus are in close relationship with concept re�nements,
used for instance in ontology engineering.

2.2.1 Visual Precise Metamodeling

As a background of my work, I relied on the de�nition of Visual Precise Meta-
modeling framework ([VP03], [VP04b]). VPM is a framework used to represent
metamodels with arbitrary levels of abstraction, based on a sound semantics
and a set of simple yet precise elements and operations. VPM served as a foun-
dation for research in a number of �elds, including the support of modeling
and model transformations for dependability analysis [Pat06].

The basic concepts of VPM are the following (citing and slightly extending
[Pat06; VP03]):

• An entity E is a set (base entity) or a tuple (compound entity or model).
An entity can consist of sets, relations or functions and tuples (collection
of entities, connections and mappings). En is an entity with exactly n
subcomponents (in case of n being 1, E is a basic entity). E[i] represents
the ith component of entity E. Each model element has a unique model
identi�er (denoted by an .id post�x). The set consisting of the identi�ers
of the model element and all its potential re�nements is denoted by a
.set post�x. Entities are representing model elements (to give an intuitive
example, a class or object in OO paradigm).

• A Relation R(A,B) is a binary relation between the sets or tuples rep-
resented by E. A Relation can represent an association between two
model elements (e.g., between two classes or the objects/instances of two
classes). Ternary and higher level relations are not supported and should
be represented as entities (like the Association Class in UML) or with
multiple binary relations generated by usual binarization algorithms.

• A Function F (A,B) is a function from entity A to entity B, with the
domain of the set of A and the range of B. This is naturally a restriction
of notion of Relation.
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De�nition 2.1 (Comparison of elements). A model element P (i.e., either
entity, connection or mapping) is less than (or equal to) a model element Q
(denoted as P ≤ Q) i� P.set ⊆ Q.set ∧ P.id ∈ Q.set.

For the notational convention of Def. 2.2, let (i) E(n) denote an entity con-
sisting of exactly n subcomponents (in case of n = 1, the entity is regarded
to be basic, otherwise compound) where E[i] accesses the ith component (ar-
gument) of entity E; (ii) R(A,B) refer to a relation R between entities A and
B; and (iii) F (A,B) denote a function with the domain of entity A and range
of entity B.

This general re�nement concept between model elements Sub and Super
will be denoted as Sub v Super2, which means that Sub is a re�nement of
Super and Super is a generalization of Sub.

2.2.2 Model Re�nement Calculus

The semantics of VPM is based a the re�nement calculus, which uniformly
handles inheritance _ and instantiation 7→ (or both). This corresponds to
the modeling approach of software design.

Figure 2.5: Re�nement calculus for VPM (from [FPR05])

De�nition 2.2 (Re�nement calculus). The re�nement (v) rules of the VPM
metamodeling framework (that simultaneously handle inheritance _ and in-
stantiation 7→) are as follows.

Basic entity re�nement maps the a simple entity E
(1)
super into the target

simple entity E(n)
sub such that E(n)

sub v E
(1)
super

def
= E

(n)
sub ≤ E

(1)
super. Note that

the target of basic entity re�nement can be a compound as well. This
corresponds to the engineering practice if introducing new structured
attributes to an element.

2Note the di�erence between the ⊆ symbol used as the traditional set containment and
the v symbol that denotes the re�nement of VPM model elements.
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Relation re�nement is de�ned over subsets the two domains of the relation
into abstract model so that the pair entities in the re�ned model are
re�nements of the original model. Similarly, the same holds for functions.

Compund re�nement is a re�nement of the compound entities under the
restriction that the re�nement is either inheritance or instantiations for
all subcomponents of the compound entity.

2.2.2.1 Using VPM approach for model transformations

In order to support the de�nition of model transformations, VPM needs to
bextended the following concepts (based on [Var03]):

Annotation is a Relation between entities (being simple or compound) called
Annotation Source and Annotation Target .

Labeling is an annotation which is a Function. Labeling is used to express
characteristics of model elements, e.g., the criticality of a Service.

Mapping is a (partial) Function ( E1×E2) with the domain of the set of E1

and the range of E2.

Model mapping M1 ×M2 is a set of mapping functions for the elements of
model M1 and M2.

A model can be considered as a re�nement of the Architecture Descrip-
tion framework. Functional models can be captured by engineering languages.
These models can be enriched by labelings. The set of labels can be derived
from frameworks like MARTE [OMG09] which de�ne additional aspects in the
form of non-functional parameters.

ISO25010 de�nes high level types for entities capturing qualitative and
quantitative aspects. Labeling can be considered as an assignment of these
aspects, de�ning metrics which can be categorizations, ordinals (ordered cat-
egories), numeric or boolean. (Note that this characterization is also followed
by most approaches and languages specialized on data analysis, like R.)

Mappings de�ne the correspondence between the architecture models and
the analysis models which evaluate the requirements attached to a Concept
(naturally, multiple concepts can be evaluated by the same mathematical ap-
proach). In this "architecture to mathematical" mapping I restrict the notion
in the management of quantitative attributes. Here neither the domains, nor
the values of attributes are transformed (i.e., changed during the mapping),
thus the structure of the labeled architecture model is transformed to the
mathematical model carrying information captured in the labels.

Arithmetic operation processing the values of the labels can be attached
using additional formalisms and external functions. In my work, I have been
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using the VIATRA2 transformation framework which is based on a combina-
tion of VPM and Abstract State Machines [BS03], with extensions also for
external auxiliary functionalities, such as arithmetic calculations.

The core idea behind reusing engineering models and analysis tools that
on the one hand, mathematical tools (due to usability reasons) often have a
description language which facilitates a good structure coincidence between
the architecture and analysis models. These tools typically provide highly so-
phisticated solution algorithms, and thanks to their maturity, are a good entry
point for analyzing a model which is following the structure of the original ar-
chitecture, instead of being optimized for the compactness of the mathematical
description.

To give an illustration from the set of methods and tools used in the dis-
sertation, Performance Modeling Process Algebra used in Chapter 5 is a good
example for such a description language, hiding the details of Markov chains
and capturing analysis results at a level which is not far from that of the en-
gineering model (e.g., refers to the type of message which is sent between two
components).

Model merging was applied in a slightly di�erent context to support the
automated processing of documents conform to di�erent standards in [4].

2.2.3 Graph Transformation Rules

Amain bene�t of using graph transformations as a formal speci�cation paradigm
for capturing recon�guration rules is that they are visual, intuitive, therefore
they can be understood by service engineers as well. The interested reader may
�nd a detailed theoretical discussion of graph transformation in [Ehr+97], here
I present just a brief overview on it.

Furthermore, graph transformation allows dynamic metamodeling [Eng+00]
in a certain domain. The high-level (ontological) concepts are visualized as
UML class diagrams while graph patterns are considered to be UML object
diagrams to express that concrete models are instances (objects) of the meta-
model (classes) combining the advantage of precise modeling and visual design.

Graph transformations based model transformations were widely used in
the �eld of IT system design and analysis. While several approaches exist (see
e.g. [Tae+05]), here I follow the approach of [VP03; Var03; Pat06] without
restricting the applicability of the results.

A graph transformation rule consists of a Left Hand Side (LHS), a Right
Hand Side (RHS) and optionally a Negative Application Condition (NAC). The
LHS is a graph pattern consisting of the mandatory elements which prescribes
a precondition for the application of the rule. The RHS is a graph pattern
containing all elements which should be present after the application of the
rule. Elements in the RHS ∩ LHS are left unchanged by the execution of
the transformation, elements in LHS \ RHS are deleted while elements in
RHS \ LHS are newly created by the rule. The ful�llment of the negative
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Figure 2.6: Example graph transformation rule

condition prevents the rule from being executed on the particular matching.
Hereby I follow the Single Pushout Approach (SPO) approach with negative
application conditions [Ehr+97].

A graph grammar (GG) consists of a start graph and a set of graph trans-
formation rules.

Multiple tools exist to support graph transformations, like VIATRA [VB07]
or VMTS [Lev+05], both having the advantage of a control language over
graph patterns. In my dissertation, I used the approach and tool VIATRA,
but the mappings can be de�ned in other tools as well.

2.2.4 Graph Transition Systems

A graph transition system (GTS) represents the state space generated by a
graph grammar. The di�erent states of the GG (i.e. the derived instance
graphs) appear as nodes while edges denote state transition caused by the
application of a graph transformation rule. An edge going from state s1 to
state s2 with label r,o represents that from the graph instance s1 one can get
graph instance s2 by the application of transformation rule r at match o.

I use a compact visualization of graph transformation rules (�rst intro-
duced in the Fujaba framework [Fis+00] and used in Groove [Ren03]), when
the entire rule is merged into a single pattern. Newly created elements are de-
noted by solid thick (green) lines (tagged as {new} in the editor) while deleted
elements are depicted by dashed blue lines (tagged as {deleted}). Elements in
the intersection of the LHS and the RHS are visualized normally (in black),
and elements of NAC appear in thick dotted (red) lines. A negative condition
is used to prevent the rule from creating in�nite number of new elements on
the same matching (e.g. in the case of messaging, the same message is received
only once).
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2.2.5 Extended Modeling Notation

In order to make a common notational background for the formalisms, a com-
pact VPM-based representation using the concept of State, StateTransition
and Label is introduced.

De�nition 2.3.

State An s ∈ S State is an Entity which represents all information about the
a State of a system. State is a re�nement (inherited from) of an Entity .
State is in most practical cases a compound Entity of multiple state variables
(which may be also represented state vector). A State describes information
about dynamic aspects of multiple system components (e.g., two communicat-
ing services).

StateTransition A t ∈ T StateTransition is an Entity which corresponds to
the change between two system states. A StateTransition is connected to two
states by two relations. Note that this concept is not equivalent with the
transition concept

From From(s, t): Relation From holds between s ∈ S and t ∈ T i� the t
transition represent an event changing s.

To To(t , s): Relation To holds between t ∈ T and s ∈ S i� the t transition
represents an event which causes the system to change its state to s.

Next: The notion of successor state is introduced by de�ning the Next relation
between instances of State. Next(si, sj) holds i� ∃t ∈ T so that From(si, t)
and To(t, sj) both hold.

Label l ∈ L: a Label is an entity which represents a characteristics or prop-
erty which expresses information about a modeled element. Label is re�ned
to StateLabel and StateTransitionLabel , respectively. The information repre-
sented by a label may vary from a simple property assignment to complex
structures (using the expression power of VPM) and both qualitative and
quantitative aspects can be covered by using labels.

Figure 2.7 shows a graphical representation of the common modeling con-
cepts, following the notations typical in software engineering models.

These concepts allow the modeling of the following aspects:

• Structural decomposition can be captured by VPM, using the concepts
of Entity and re�nement.

• Patterns in behavior will be captured by graph transformation rules and
graph transformation systems, derived from the application of these rules
on an initial set of model elements.

To model the state space of a composite system, the notion of StateVector
SV can be introduced:
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Figure 2.7: Common notation for behavioral modeling of services

De�nition 2.4.

StateVector is a compound entity SV so that ∀sv ∈ SV , sv _ StateLabel

As my thesis targeted di�erent problems with similar mathematical back-
ground, but based on the literature review, best practices in scienti�c commu-
nity in service design, and available tool support, I selected di�erent formalisms
to answer my research questions. In the following section, formalisms used in
the dissertation are brie�y summarized.

2.3 Formal Methods for Service Evaluation

This section brie�y summarizes the formal methods used in the dissertation.

2.3.1 Qualitative Modeling

2.3.1.1 Process Algebra

Process algebra or process calculus, in general, is used to describe concur-
rent systems which are composed of communicating entities.

Entities are modeled by �nite state automata which communicate with each
other via named channels.

Messages are sent via named channels.
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Channels are handled by input and output primitives, representing the read-
/write operations on messages and the e�ects of these on the communicating
processes. These primitives are close to the concepts of distributed systems.
Message processing can have di�erent semantics in the original system, but
both data and control �ow in a process can be captured by these notions.

2.3.1.2 Labeled Transition Systems

A Labeled Transition System is a typed G which models the dynamic behavior
of a system, where nodes corresponds to system state and transitions to events.

De�nition 2.5. A Labeled Transition System LTS in a directed graph so
that node N captures information on system state and the set of arcs ex-
press changes in the system. Labeling functions FunctionArcLabel F (Arc→
StateTransitionLabel assigns a label to each transitions.

In my dissertation, I as using the approach of Labeled Transition System
Analyzer (LTSA), which is a tool based on Finite State Processes (FSP) process
algebra. The following operators are supported by FSP:

Parallel composition (P ‖ Q) models processes P and Q which are exe-
cuted independently, i.e., without any causal relation.

Non-deterministic choice (x → P | y → Q) described a process that be-
haves as P if the �rst action was x and Q if the �rst action was y.

Indexed processes and actions support the use of process parameters.

Shared actions must be executed by all processes participating in the shared
action (this represents event-based synchronization).

In the case of the approach I was using, a state in LTS corresponds to the
state of process P with FunctionArcLabel having a range of possible events X
and the structure of the LTS is generated to capture possible behavior of P .

2.3.1.3 Petri Nets for Compact System Representation

Petri Nets are widely used in system modeling for the representation of dis-
tributed systems where discrete events trigger changes in the system. A Petri
Net or Place/Transition Net is a bipartite graph of Places and Transitions
where a Place represent state-like information and a Transition represents a
possible change of state [Pet62]. A Place may have one or more Token where
a Transition is enabled if there are enough Tokens on all Places.

De�nition 2.6 (Petri Net). A simple Petri net PN is a bipartite graph with
distinct node sets P (places) and T (transitions), edge sets IA (input arcs)
andOA (output arcs), where input arcs are leading from places to transitions,
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and output arcs are leading from transitions to places. Additionally, each place
contains an arbitrary (non-negative) number of tokens).

Fig 2.8 shows a simpli�ed metamodel of a Petri Net in VPM (from [Var03;
Pat06]). (Rectangles are entities while named relations are represented as
edges).

Figure 2.8: Simpli�ed VPM metamodel of Petri Nets

De�nition 2.7 (Marking). a marking M is a re�nement of a SV , so that
M _ StateLabel and |M| = |Place|, i.e., for every Place, a label is assigned. In
the case of Colored Petri Nets, this label can be a compound entity.

2.3.1.4 Data�ow Networks

Data�ow networks (e.g. [Hat+91]) are designed to model distributed com-
municating systems. A data�ow network consists of data processing nodes
interconnected with channels. Channels transmit tokens between nodes. A
token is an atomic abstract data unit represented by its color. Each node is a
�nite state automaton that has states, and state transition rules. A rule con-
sists of two parts. The �rst de�nes the �ring condition, the second declares
the action that should be performed in case of a �ring. During the transition
the node removes the tokens according to the condition, changes the state, and
puts several tokens to the output channels.

De�nition 2.8.

Data�ow network: A Data Flow Network DFN is a compound Entity .

Node: A Data Flow Node DFNode is a state machine.
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Token: A Token is a Label .

Channel: A Channel is an Entity .

Firing rule: a �ring rule is Relation re�ned to a pre-condition relation and a
post-condition.

2.3.2 Quantitative Modeling

The following methods were used for quantitative modeling in order to evaluate
numerical properties, with a focus on performability.

2.3.2.1 Performance Evaluation Process Algebra

Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) was introduced to describe
distributed communication mechanisms of distributed systems in a way that
support performance analysis. PEPA (as process algebras in general) con-
centrates on communicating entities (processes) which may send and receive
messages and change their behavior accordingly.

PEPA was used to analyze requirements on infrastructure components. In
this sense, I used PEPA as a tool to evaluate whether performability require-
ments are met under certain assumptions on the environment the services are
working in.

Core elements of Performance Analysis Process Algebra [J H95], [SJ94] are
the following (from [1]):

Pre�x (α, r).P denotes a process which performs an action of type α and be-
haves as P subsequently. The activity is associated with an exponential
distribution with mean duration 1/r. The symbol > speci�es a passive
rate and may be used to model unbounded capacity. The duration of an
activity involving passive rates is determined by the active rate of the
synchronizing components.

Choice P +Q speci�es a component which behaves either as P or as Q. The
activities of both operands are enabled and the choice will behave as the
component which �rst completes.

Constant A
def
= P is used for recursion. Cyclic de�nitions are central in the

characterization of the underlying Continuous Time Markov Chain of a
PEPA model.

Cooperation P BC
L
Q is the compositional operator of PEPA. Components P

and Q synchronize over the set of action types in set L; other actions are
performed independently. For example, (α, r1).(β, s).P BC

{α}
(α, r2).(γ, t).Q

is a composition of two processes which execute α cooperatively. Then,
they perform action β and γ independently and behave as P and Q,
respectively.
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2.3.2.2 Phased Mission Systems

Phases Mission System paradigm is used to capture system behavior under
di�erent operational conditions in an e�cient and compact way. Phased Mis-
sion Systems is a modeling approach to describe systems where the operation
can be captured by di�erent phases, having di�erent behavioral characteristics
(e.g. resource usage or environmental conditions). Although PMS itself is a
general, representation-agnostic modeling approach, formal methods such as
General Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) support the evaluation of properties of
such systems.

In the modeling paradigm used in the thesis, Phased Mission Systems con-
sist of a Petri Net representing the operational model called PhaseNet and an-
other net capturing resource models called SystemNet. Altough multiple PMS
modeling notations exists, here I use one where functional decomposition of
the system is well supported.

Let us �rst give a high level re�nement for transitions in a GSPN:

De�nition 2.9 (Timed Transition). A timed Transition is a compound Tran-
sition with a timing property. This property captured timeliness information
related to the �ring time of the transition.

Timed transitions may be immediate Timmediate (i.e., the transition is not
timed, if all logical preconditions are met, its �ring is enabled), determinis-
tic Tdeterministic (the transition has a deterministic �ring time) or stochastic
Tstochastic(the �ring time of Transition will be calculated by a stochastic func-
tion, following some pre-de�ned distribution).

De�nition 2.10 (PhaseNet). PhaseNet PhaseNet is a specialized GSPN whith
transitions ∀T, T ∈ Timmediate ∨ T ∈ Tdeterministic .

De�nition 2.11 (SystemNet). SystemNet SystemNet is a specialized GSPN
with transitions ∀T, T ∈ Timmediate ∨ T ∈ Tstochastic.

Note that depending on the actual approach, the probability function of
Tstochastic can be of di�erent distributions. The �ring rules of the transitions
can also refer to the overall markingM of the network. Phased Mission System
can be unfolded to a normal GSPN.

2.3.3 Summary of the Approach

To summarize the approach I followed and the connection between di�erent
models, Fig. 2.9 is showing how architecture models are connected to di�erent
quality models, which will have corresponding analysis models de�ned. Arrows
in the �gure represent model mapping and model merging operations. Note
that these models here correspond to the "meta" level, where mappings are
de�ned; concrete instance models are derived from input instance models by
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Figure 2.9: Modeling approach

transformations. As model merge approach implementation, I used direct
mapping of elements, implementation via extending models with an aspect
oriented constraints like in [Len+06] would be another way to incorporate
domain information.



Chapter 3

Quality-driven Model-based

Design of Critical Services

3.1 Modeling of Non-functional Properties of
Services

As discussed in Sec. 2.1.4, service quality can be described by multiple char-
acteristics. Standards covering di�erent aspects web service development have
emerged to cover subsets of these characteristics, however, these were devel-
oped concurrently, with merges and changes between di�erent versions. Con-
trary to functional service development, which is supported by most engineer-
ing tools, non-functional attributes have to be managed at the level of con�g-
uration descriptors (e.g. XML �les), therefore high-level design considerations
had to be encoded at the low level of abstraction.

3.1.1 Related Work

Concentrating on the extensions of service modeling, [WSO06] proposes an
extension to MARTE, but conversely to the pro�le presented here, it does not
provide a "per contract" approach, which makes it harder to apply in realistic
service con�gurations.

Support for mapping from structural UML models to service technologies
was available. A framework for automated WSDL generation from UML mod-
els is described in [VCM05]. In [Gro+04], web service descriptions are mapped
to UML models, and (after using visual modeling techniques) a composite ser-
vice can be created for which the descriptor is automatically generated. How-
ever, none of these works considers non-functional properties of web services.

Non-functional aspects of e-business applications are discussed among oth-
ers in [BVP05], having some description of deployment optimization for J2EE
applications, but without discussing details of model-based deployment. Inte-
gration of non-functional aspects in the development by model transformations

33
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is also investigated in [CMI06; RZ04] and [Jon+05], focusing on parts of the
engineering process, although using di�erent underlying transformation tech-
niques for model analysis and deployment.

[EK07] proposed a UML pro�le for service description, but without special
focus on non-functional properties. [Sim15] describes a framework for the
development of services with non-functional requirements, but with a more
specialized focus on XML Web services, and without introducing a general
metamodel for contracts.

3.1.2 General Service Metamodel

First, a generic metamodel de�ned in [Bar+05] captures fundamental concepts
in a service-oriented system. An extract of the metamodel of �core� SOA
functionality is shown in Fig. 3.1, with minor simpli�cations.

Figure 3.1: Core metamodel of SOA

The core model to service-oriented architectures consists of the following
main elements:

• A component is a basic �module� in the system which provides a service.

• A service is a set of functionalities with well-de�ned ports and inter-
faces. Notions of service (and component) types and service instances
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are merged into a single service (component) concept for the sake of
simplicity.

• A port is the communication �endpoint� (with a set of abstract operations
and messages) where a service can be accessed.

• A connection denotes a channel between two ports at run-time.

• An operation is an �atomic� action with input and output messages.
There can be multiple operations de�ned on the same port.

• A message is a compound Entity with set of parameters with pre-de�ned
subtypes such as request, response, service publication, service query and
query results. I treat these messages on an abstract level regardless
of their actual subtypes. However, additional subtypes are derived in
Sec. 3.1.4 required for reliable messaging.

• A service description is a descriptor �le containing all necessary informa-
tion about the runtime cooperation with the service, such as description
of port, operations, messages, etc.

In the following sections and later in Chapter 4 this metamodel will be
extended and used as a basis for service structure and behavior description.

Entity 

StateMachine 

Workflow Element 
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Workflow State Machine 

Service 

Workflow Activity 

Service Activity 
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Figure 3.2: Service modeling concepts in VPM

Fig. 3.2 captures the most important concepts that concentrate on a) the
description of dynamic behavior and b) the non-functional properties in order
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to model quality requirements for composite services. The model is based on
VPM, with a visual representation where nodes and relations are intuitively
expressed.

De�nitions for elements are given at parts where they are introduced in
details. The logical connection between the dynamic behavior and the quality
is the core notion of service itself (where details on Port, etc. are hidden
from this �gure for easier readability). Services implement functionalities in
composite service work�ows (wrapped by service invocation elements) and
cooperate via contracts, which govern their quality via the de�nition of non-
functional properties described in Sec. 2.1.5.

3.1.3 Reliable Messaging in Service Communication

Service-oriented systems are by their very nature loosely coupled set of com-
ponent services interconnected via messages. In order to evaluate the non-
functional characteristics of the system, both the interconnected elements and
the communication as means of interconnection have to be evaluated. In the
following sections, an analysis methodology will be presented, taking into ac-
count the peculiarities of the corresponding mechanisms.

In the case of communication, performance aspects are typically de�ned by
the underlying infrastructure (e.g. the physical network transmission time).
The core functionality is application dependent, while the quality of messaging
needs extra care in the phase of service composition. Here I will address
the reliability aspects of the communication infrastructure only at the high
(logical) level, corresponding to the application level of ISO/OSI metamodel.

Reliable messaging in the �eld of traditional distributed systems is closely
related to the guaranteed semantics of message delivery. Typical delivery
modes are the following:

• At least once delivery. In the case of normal operation, every message
is transferred at least once, with the possibility of sending multiple in-
stances of the same message. This can only be allowed in systems where
this does not have an undesired side-e�ect.

• At most once delivery guarantees that no message will be sent multiple
times to the receiver, but their successful transmission is not ensured.

• Exactly once delivery is the strongest delivery semantics, guaranteeing
both the successful message delivery (usually acknowledgements are re-
quired for each message) and the �ltering of duplicate messages.

A metamodel for Reliable Messaging The extensions of the SOA meta-
model for reliable messaging is presented in Fig. 3.3:
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Figure 3.3: Metamodel of Reliability Extensions

• RelMsgSpeci�cation is a class for specifying the requirements for reliable
messaging between SOA services, ensuring proper Quality in Use. This is
captured by the association describes, clientSpec, providerSpec).

� Attribute needsAck is a boolean value to express if an acknowledge-
ment should be sent to a message. If an acknowledgement arrives
to the sender for a message, then it is guaranteed that the message
is received at least once.

� Attribute �lterDuplicates is a boolean value to express that a mes-
sage should be accepted and processed by the receiver at most once.

� Attribute timeout is a timer constraint which speci�es how much
the sender waits for the acknowledgement of a message before re-
transmission.

� Attribute maxNumberOfRetrans is an integer which puts an upper
limit on how many times a message can be retransmitted by the
sender due to the lack of acknowledgement from the receiver.

• RelMsgEnvelope is a re�nement of core SOA Message which serves as an
envelope for wrapping up the real message to be sent (wraps).

• ReliabilityProperty (shortly, RelProp) contains the runtime properties of a
message:

� Attribute numberOfRetrans is a serial number for the envelope which
is increased by one each time the same message is retransmitted.

� Attribute timeElapsed denotes the time elapsed since the (last) trans-
mission of a message.
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The content of the message is also attached to the properties (contentOf)
since the retransmission of the message has to be transparent for the
application.

• Acknowledgement (shortly, Ack) is a subclass of core SOA Message which
denotes an acknowledgement sent in response to a message.

Existing message interchange standards (like [OASb]) serve as an abstrac-
tion for the communication platform. As the metamodel described above cre-
ates a frame for a platform independent description of the data interchange
structure

As this extension is closely related to existing standards like [OASb], a
mapping from such high-level models into implementations of these standards
was created (Sec. 3.1.4).

The following low-level attributes are required for the con�guration of re-
liable messaging (besides messagingSemantics, which selects the messaging
mode as described earlier):

• inactivityTimeout: (integer, seconds), after this period of time if no
acknowledgment message has arrived, the connection is closed;

• exponentialBacko� : (boolean), if it is set to true, time amounts be-
tween retransmissions follow an exponential distribution;

• acknowledgementInterval: (integer, seconds), amount of time which
should elapse before sending an acknowledgement message;

• retransmissionInterval: (integer, seconds), after this time a request is
resent by the client if no acknowledgement has arrived.

These parameters allow the developer to con�gure the timing properties of
messaging, which will be used as an example for performability analysis in
Sec. 5.3.4.

3.1.4 Extending Structural Models with Non-functional

Properties

This section describes the UML extension (UML4SOA-NFP) for modeling non-
functional parameters related to structural models of services. The pro�le
handles these parameters also conforms to the service management of typical
business applications using Service Level Agreements (SLA).

A metamodel for non-functional properties. Fig. 3.4 shows the meta-
model of non-functional concepts and their relationships. For each additional
concept, a UML stereotype was de�ned.
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Figure 3.4: Metamodel of non-functional extension

Since in real service con�gurations, service properties can vary for di�erent
classes of clients, I follow a contract-based approach, where non-functional
properties of services are de�ned between two Participant components, namely,
the service provider and the service requester. These contracts are modeled
by NFContracts.

Di�erent non-functional aspects (performance, security, etc.) are modelled
in corresponding NFCharacteristics which group di�erent properties (e.g., re-
sponse time) in NFDimensions (where a RunTimeValue is associated to each
dimension). The reason for creating separate classes for measureable values
instead of actually storing them in attributes is to correlate real SLAs where
most parameters are typically bound to a range of allowed values. Moreover,
concepts like average values, deviation, etc. need to be modeled in a uniform
way.

During a negotiation process, participants create an agreed contract of
their provided and requested contract speci�cations.

Finally, properties of services need to be monitored at runtime (modeled as
Monitor) either by the participating parties or by involving a separate entity.
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UML4SOA-

NFP Meta-

class

Stereotype UML

Meta-

class

Description

NFContract NFContract Class Represents a non-functional
contract between a service
provider and a service re-
quester

NFCharacteristic NFCharacteristic Class Represents a non-functional
aspect such as performance, se-
curity, reliable messaging, etc.

NFDimension NFDimension Class Groups non-functional proper-
ties within a non-functional as-
pect (characteristics)

RunTimeValue RunTimeValue Attribute An actual non-functional prop-
erty

Monitor Monitor Class A run-time service to monitor
a contract (not used in the pa-
per)

Table 3.1: UML pro�le for non-functional properties (UML4SOA-NFP)

Modeling non-functional properties On the UML class level, each con-
tract is modelled using a UML class with the stereotype NFContract . Each
characteristic (tagged by NFCharacteristic) is another UML class associated
to the respective contract. Each dimension is also de�ned by a UML class
stereotyped as NFDimension. The actual runtime values of each dimension
are de�ned as UML properties. Stereotype usage is summarized in Table 3.1.

The actual non-functional parameters within a contract are set by using
an object diagram instantiating these classes (and attributes).

Quality in Use requirements, following the related standards, are mapped
to three NFCharacteristics, namely Performance, Reliable Messaging and Se-
curity.

The notion of security covers properties related to con�dentiality (no unau-
thorized subject can access the content of a message), integrity (the message
content cannot be altered), non-repudiation (which refers to the accountability
of the communicating parties) and privacy (the identity and personal data of
a client is not revealed to non-authorized bodies). Concepts such as authenti-
cation (checking the identity of a client) and authorization (checking whether
a client might invoke a certain operation) are also of concern here.

In service-oriented systems, security should be guaranteed between service
endpoints, independently from network level properties. This can be achieved
using secure web services middleware. Message security is based on digital
signatures and encryption of messages; in the modeling, I distinguished the
message header and body, however, further (application-speci�c) separation of
message parts is also possible. This can be supported by merging domain-
speci�c models with the messaging model.

• Performance aspects include two NFDimension elements, namely re-
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«nfContract» 
CreateValidationContract

«nfCharacteristic» 
ReliableMessagingCharacteristics

«nfDimension» 
Timing

«nfDimension» 
MsgSemantics 

«nfCharacteristic» 
SecurityCharacteristics

«nfDimension» 
Timestamp

«nfDimension» 
Authentication 

«nfDimension» 
DigitalSignature

«nfDimension» 
Encryption

«nfCharacteristic» 
PerformanceCharacteristics

«nfDimension» 
ResponseTime

«nfDimension» 
Throughput

Figure 3.5: Elements of a contract with Non-Functional Properties

sponse time and throughput, concentrating on externally observable gen-
eral aspects. Throughput de�nition consists of de�ning a guaranteed
throughput and a maximal throughput, while for response time, the
contract contains an average value and a maximum value.

• Reliable messaging parameters �rst contain the required message seman-
tics by stating whether acknowledgement is required or duplicate mes-
sages are allowed. Timing dimensions include the timeout for considering
a message lost and the retransmission interval.

• Security aspects are composed of dimensions encryption, digital signa-
ture, timestamp and authentication. In our example, the latter is sim-
pli�ed to contain only the authentication token type.

For instance, MsgSemanticsInstance prescribes that each message between
the two orchestrators needs an acknowledgement and the system can resend
each message at most three times. Moreover, duplicate messages also need to
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be �ltered. On the security level, timestamps are required to be used (Times-
tampInstance), while users are authenticated by their username (Authentica-
tionInstance). Later, these reliable messaging and security speci�cations will
be used by deployment transformations of Sec. 3.1.4.

Figure 3.6: General scheme for mapping from extended model to SOA stan-
dards

Fig. 3.6 shows an overview of the mapping from UML models with non-
functional extensions to standards-compliant XML descriptors as used for the
Apache platform. The left column shows the UML class level (e.g. that there is
a connection between NFContract and NFCharacteristics). The second column
shows instances of these classes (in a general representation format, indepen-
dent from the case study and the concrete non-functional aspect). The �Trace
model� speci�es connections between models of di�erent abstraction level. Al-
though concrete XML fragments are not shown on here, these are generated
by a syntactical transformation from the XML model.

This transformation scheme is uniformly applicable to di�erent NFChar-
acteristics (with minor adjustments to handle names of elements in case of
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$name).

3.2 Functional Correctness Check for Composite
Services

Corresponding standards like BPEL [JE07] or BPMN [OMG11] de�ne a num-
ber of static checks to ensure the well-formedness of business processes. Such
well-formedness criteria cover the liveness of work�ows (i.e., there will always
be a possibility to execute an activity until the �ow end is reached). Liveli-
ness in this sense corresponds to the property that the work�ow execution will
never reach to a state before reaching the �ow end where there is no possible
further activity [Van+05; 5].

These checks may guarantee that the work�ow is free from basic design
errors caused by the wrong use of language constructs, however, cannot guar-
antee proof of correctness for the dynamic behavior of the work�ow, including
correct data and control �ow.

3.2.1 Related work

Several methods have been developed in recent years to model work�ows and
capture their behavior in a formal way. The earlier approaches used Petri nets
as the underlying formalism.

In [AH02] a subset of Petri nets was de�ned that are models of structurally
sound work�ows. Several structural properties of business processes could
be analyzed. However, the proper utilization of the construct of the BPEL
language guarantee the soundness of the work�ow.

In [HSS05] an approach is introduced that enables model checking of busi-
ness processes implemented in BPEL. The work�ow implementation is trans-
formed into Petri nets. The authors claim that they have modeled the entire
semantics of the language. The Petri net of [HSS05] generated from the exam-
ple has 410 places and 1069 transitions. According to [HSS05] the state space
of the network generated from the example has 6,261,681 places and LoLA
[Sch00] has been able to calculate it in 96 minutes, the reduced state space
was generated in 50 minutes, making it unfeasible to use.

Another approach toward BPEL modeling is presented in [Ouy+05a]. Busi-
ness processes are translated into simple Petri nets. This approach does not
aim at the mapping of the entire semantics. The goal is only the veri�ca-
tion whether some speci�c faults exist in the work�ow. These faults are:
unreachable actions in the work�ow, con�icting message-consuming activities
and problems concerning unconsumable messages due to type inequivalence.

The presented veri�cation method aims to capture a model of business
processes general enough so that arbitrary requirements may be composed
and checked against it.
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The concept of [Nak06] is similar. An abstract model is created of the
business process under analysis. The model is based on Extended Finite-state
Automata. Each sequence of control is mapped into a separate EFA, this way
possible concurrent activities are modeled by di�erent EFAs. The model of
the business process itself is the asynchronous composite of those automata.
However, in this work the automaton modeling a variable has limited as it
concentrated on providing an analysis method that is capable of the model-
ing and veri�cation of the four examples presented in the standard of BPEL
[And+03]. Foster et al. [Fos06] propose Finite State Processes and the use
of LTSA to verify Web services compositions, concentrating on the evaluation
of correct use of individual services in an orchestrated work�ow.Garcia-Fanjul
et al. in [GTR06] describe a similar technique with a di�erent purpose: they
use SPIN to generate test cases for given requirements. However, their work
aims at �nding a proper test suite for the implementation of BPEL process
and does not address design faults. In general, model-based veri�cation and
testing can be considered as �dual� techniques which are applicable at di�erent
development stages.

3.2.2 Goals

My research focused on how to improve the Quality in Use of work�ows by
ensuring that variables are handled correctly or represent faulty values, due
failures at the level of individual services or badly de�ned local data manipu-
lation activities. From here I will concentrate on BPEL, as the quasi-standard
description languages for executable service orchestrations, but the method
can be applied to any executable work�ow modeling language, where variables
are explicitly modeled.

In BPEL, data is captured by named variables, which can be local to a
task or global. As data passing is realized by using global variables, here I
concentrate on the checking of global variable use.

Fig. B.1 in the Appendix shows an example for service orchestration which
incorporates the most important control structures, handled by the method.

No unitialized reads There are no variables read without being initialized.

No unused variables For all variables, there exist a possible process execu-
tion where the last value can be read. (Note that this does not imply
that variable must be used on all execution branches).

As most work�ow editors are performing static analyses which concentrate
on expressions which are easy to evaluate locally.
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3.2.3 Fault Model of Business Data

The value of each BPEL variable is an structured model with arbitrary depth
and complexity. Similarly to the service interface modeling, these can be
represented as a compound Entity .

In the error model, the access history of each such variable is captured by an
embedded State machine so it can be tracked e.g. whether it has been written
already, or contains faulty data at error propagation. Work�ow activities will
also have a simpli�ed state model, which captures how they interact with
di�erent variables.

Fig. 3.7 shows a partial model of the key elements in VPM.

Figure 3.7: VPM-based high level semantics of work�ow model elements

De�nition 3.1 (Work�ow element state machine). A work�ow element state
machine WFESM is an Entity so that WFESM _ SM with a state space of
S which is re�ned to Good ⊂ S and Bad ⊂ S so that Good ∩ Bad = and
Good ∪ Bad = BC (i.e., the re�nement is complete).

De�nition 3.2 (Work�ow element). A work�ow elementWFE is a compound
Entity so that WFE _ Entity and WFESM _ SM and WFESM vWFE

De�nition 3.3 (Work�ow variable). A work�ow variable WFV is an entity
so that WFV _ WFE .

The state space of a work�ow variable is shown below, separating correct
(Good) and incorrect (Bad) elements of the statespace.

Each variable is represented with an automaton the state space of which is
illustrated in Figure 3.8. The initial state of an automaton modeling a variable
is called uninitialized. If a variable that has not been written previously is
read the modeling automaton is in the state only read.

If correct data is written in a variable then the modeling automaton is
switched into the state only written. If a variable in the state only written
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is read, the automaton is switched into the state written & read which rep-
resents that the information that was stored in the modeled variable has been
used. If the variable is written again the automaton is switched back to the
state only written.

The states in the superstate incorrect value model that the variable
stores faulty data. First, when faulty data is written the state faulty written

becomes active. If the faulty data has been read, the automaton is switched
to the state called faulty written & read that models that the faulty infor-
mation has been read, the error propagation started. Any time, when correct
data is written in a previously faulty variable, the superstate called correct

value becomes active again.

Figure 3.8: The state space of the models of variables

3.2.4 Modeling Basic Activities

Basic activities are performing data manipulation. The general notion of error
propagation relations is given in [Pat06] where fault tolerant mechanisms like
error masking or correction are modeled. Here a basic activity corresponds to
a service which itself is working according to the speci�cation, but o�ers no
guarantees for the case of faulty input (like typical third-party services).

De�nition 3.4.

Work�ow Activity: An work�ow activity WFA is an entity so that WFA _
WFE.

In BPEL, basic activities are responsible for data handling. However, they
are part of the control sequence, so their behavior needs to be modeled from
the point of view of the control sequence as well.
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Figure 3.9 illustrates the state space an invoke (a basic activity syn-
chronously invoking a Web Service) is mapped into. The initial state is called
uninitialized. The transition leading to the state activated models that
the execution environment is just about to execute the activity. If the activity
is in the state activated then the input variable is read and the modeling au-
tomaton is switched into the state variable read. After the output variable
is written the modeling automaton is switched to finished.

Figure 3.9: The state space of the model of an invoke

The proposed mechanism which relies on data�ow networks is presented in
Table. 3.2. In addition to the original [Hat+91] data�ow network formalism, I
de�ned ports to contain the token queue, representing the connection between
a node and a channel. A token remains in the input port until it is not removed
during the application of a �ring. A port can potentially contain an in�nite
number of tokens.

For each business process Business Process, a corresponding DFN is cre-
ated in a way to preserve control structure and data access characteristics of
the original Business Process.

Mapping rules are presented in Table 3.2.
Fig. 3.10 presents a fragment of a business process. A variable can be

considered both in control �ow and data �ow, with values which can be arbi-
trary. For the sake of illustration, let us de�ne a globally valid Good , Bad , but
the method can handle arbitrary qualitative values, even if the range may be
di�erent for activities. This may introduce additional mapping rules for the
Assign tasks, but can be handled locally, due to the nature how BPEL han-
dles variables. The mapping is an extension of the one presented in [Cse+02;
Pat06] in the sense that it handles variable assignments. As in the case of
service orchestrations, variable assignment is the key element in passing infor-
mation among di�erent services, this may introduce a �ner granularity in fault
detection. The concrete models were created in the VPM.

3.3 Quality Modeling of V&V processes

In all the design work�ows, a proper distribution of e�orts between di�erent
artifacts and di�erent activities is a crucial project management factor, as
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work�ow pattern data�ow network pattern

variable a node with appropriate state space (see
Fig. 3.10)

basic activity two nodes if the activity has in and out pa-
rameters, otherwise one node

sequence two extra nodes, one at the beginning and one
at the end

parallel execution one start node multiplying the control �ow,
and one end node restoring the single control
�ow

selection (switch) one node at the beginning and one at the end,
the cases linked to each other according to the
order of condition evaluation

a case in a selection a node for each variable in the expression of
the condition

iteration (while) a modi�ed selection with two branches: one
leading to the activity being iterated and then
back to the condition, the other leading to the
next activity in the work�ow

variable assignment
(Assign)

a basic activity node which communicates
with two variables

Table 3.2: Mapping from BPM to DFN

Figure 3.10: An example Data Flow Network for a process fragment

usually there is a limited budget and time for design and development.
Moreover, as the majority of designated products and services have a long

lifespan, during which evolution and extension are typical, the quality of the
core solution estimates their reliability related Quality in Use aspects. A proper
e�ort allocation and subsequent decisions on the methodology selected for
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Quality Assurance determine this way the Product Quality, in the case of SOA,
the quality parameters of the composite service.

Accordingly, tradition software engineering processes always take care on
the hand on the software quality in the terms of failures and maturity. On
the other hand, dynamically allocate resources to both the development and
quality control [Sz®14; DP01].

However, during the design of a new composite service which includes a
mixture of individually designed and deployed component services and invoked
ones o�ered by external service providers, this can become a problem, as no
previous experiences substantiate the Product Quality. Traditional software
technology developed during the last few decades empirical rules of thumb
which address the problem complexity by cost estimators.

These are, on the hand, a list of scored factors in�uencing the e�ort and
quality of the outcoming product, on the other hand the measured size of the
target problem. In the case of SOA, a �ne granular breakdown of composite
service fortunately facilitates a good prediction of the runtime reliability and
availability quality metrics, this way, the gap between the Product Quality
measured during development and the Quality in Use are less in�uenced by
usage workload pro�les like in the case of traditional software. These metrics
will be analyzed later in Sec. 5.4.

The cost and quality estimators use a set of reference projects with detailed
logs and estimate following a kind of extrapolation of the logged factors, using
a formula derived from the past experiences. The idea behind the general
purpose use of such formulae is that if the training set is representative enough,
then at least rough predictions of the expected e�orts and quality can be
elaborated in advance, prior of the beginning of the development process, given
the problem and the design and implementation environment.

At the same time, this approach helps to design the service breakdown
architecture. In the subsequent section I will use COSYSMO [Val05], one
member of the COCOMO family, which is one of the most accepted ones in
the industry, thanks to its open nature, and the large number of projects
helped to calibrate and re�ne the model.

The approach (COCOMO family) is directly relevant to SOA design. On
the one hand, the factors related to requirements explicitly address the com-
plexity of interfaces (which are simple), their reusability, which has a relatively
low penalty factor, and the technological dependence of components (which is
low as well). This way, SOA has a low overhead compared to the core algo-
rithm/functionality which is wrapped by it.

On the other hand, in SOA-based design, a fundamental decision is the
breakdown of the composed functionality into services. An e�ort and qual-
ity driven approach may help in estimating the best granularity of problem
decomposition into individual services, as the dependence of cost and quality
on the complexity is superlinear, this way, breaking a complex service into
sub-services is an important factor for e�cient development.
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COCOMO has been proven to be e�ective and accurate enough to deliver
good �rst estimates in typical cases. However, practical experiences for critical
applications indicate that their development processes often do not follow the
general estimates due to the complexity of requirements.

Moreover, services designated for reuse in di�erent operation environments,
may face even di�erent extra-functional requirements, as the original design
intended to address.

This way, development of a new service and its augmentative mainte-
nance are always iterative processes. Accordingly, the evaluation methodology
sketched in the sections above has to be complemented with a proper process.
Here I focus on some very practical cases to develop a methodology for focusing
the e�orts.

While the original experiments were carried out in the context of indepen-
dent V&V, the same methodology can be applied for operational failure log
analysis as well, prior of issuing a new version or adapting the service into a
new environment.

The results deliver the core characteristics for estimating the Product Qual-
ity according to ISO25010. Note that this well-founded approach can help the
project manager to trace the convergence of the development process until the
designated service meets its requirements.

The analysis sketched here focuses on a representative set of real projects,
as provided by industrial partners in an EU project 1. They address all critical
functionalities (core algorithms). As mentioned before, their embedding into a
SOA environment can be easily extended thanks to the uniformity of wrapping
into the standard SOA.

Goals

Cost and quality estimators (CQE) are fundamental elements all along the life-
cycle of a project from the proposal de�nition through the project execution
and a posteriori evaluation. Their main purpose is assuring a timely execution
of the target project without overspending. A variety of general-purpose CQE
methodologies exists supporting the project management activities by predict-
ing Key Performance Indicators (KPI), like time/e�ort/cost/quality/risk.

Similarly, di�erent measures assure the compliance of an ISVV or certi�-
cation process with the standards. However, the objective of an assessor is an
e�ective V&V and certi�cation process among the standard-compliant ones.
E�ectiveness means here both productivity and quality.

Rough estimates, and rules of thumbs like approximating testing related
costs as by around 40% of the overall development project costs, as typical
for non-critical applications do not deliver reliable results for safety-critical
ones. Academic experts performed a thoroughgoing evaluation of the current

1https://www.cecris-project.eu/
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practice of the ISVV companies performed for third parties. They analyzed
numerous historical project logs with a particular focus on the cost aspects
to identify the main factors in�uencing the e�ciency of the projects and the
dominant quality and productivity bottlenecks. One main observation was
that automatic quality checking of incoming project artifacts has a high prior-
ity, as this is the core factor determining the e�ciency of the entire assessment
projects [6].

The primary objective of the research based on the results of the analysis
was checking the validity of the original approach of creating general-purpose
cost estimators (CE) for the purpose of ISVV-related e�ort prediction. The
most important use case is the improvement of the ISVV process. Accordingly,
the focus of the evaluation was on the "what-if"-like analysis of the impacts of
factor-by-factor changes in the process factors. This way, sensitivity analysis
can predict the relative improvement expected, for instance, by the introduc-
tion of a new technology.

3.3.1 Related Work

Although a lot of works deal with general purpose estimators for software
projects, little have been done in order to measure the e�ects of design faults
on the quality checking in development, especially considering the process
structure and data dependences of quality checking itself. [DP01] estimates
the impact of incorporating formal methods in the development process, [SV14]
presents statistics about faults detected by ISVV and their e�ects on the qual-
ity of the software/system.

The upcoming COCOMO3 promises domain-speci�c extensions, but qual-
ity checking as a process is not among the main purposes of the estimator. Most
works concentrate on structural metrics and subjective categorization, while
a connection between the quality of artifacts being checked and the results of
previous ISVV activities is usually not included. [Beh+17], for instance, esti-
mates quality from the density and automated test results of software commits
in a version control system, but do not focus on an analysis which considers
measurable elements of software design and requirements.

3.3.2 Evaluation

In my work, as a part of the international team of with experts from the
ISVV industry and several academic institutions, I analyzed qualitative and
quantitative data from critical software development projects. I analyzed the
relationship among metrics of input artifacts and the output of project activi-
ties in order to suport CQE. The mapping from quality properties of a software
artifacts was achieved by using the Ortogonal Defect Classi�cation categories
[Chi+92].
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Figure 3.11: Schema of an independent veri�cation process

Expert supported formal veri�cation may have an e�ort reduction e�ect
up to 40% if the sta� is trained properly [6]. Therefore, the impact of using
formal techniques in the design and integration of SOA systems is signi�cant,
and design for quality, using the approaches of Sec. 3.1.4 and Sec. 3.2, can be
important from the very practical project management point of view.

The domain standards in critical systems (e.g.[CEN99; CEN11; EN03;
ISO11a; ISO10; FF17] de�ne the project lifecycle and as it part the design
work�ow and its phases. They envisage a purely top-down process starting
with the requirements for implementation and checks. The individual phases
are self-contained in the terms of design and V&V. Figure 3.11 presents a
schematic view on the interoperation of the development and V&V phases.

However, the practice indicates, that in many cases there are deviances of
this idealistic model.

• Changes in the speci�cation triggered by the end user during the design
may result in iterations.

• Constraints related to delivery time force occasionally corrections ex-
ecuted in parallel in phases, violating the idealistic sequential process
model.

• A typical �waterfall� development has the disadvantage that decisions
taken in the project are often not re�ected by artifacts (e.g. design
documentation) created in an earlier project phase.

• Even in critical projects, due to resource constraints, early deliverables
are often not updated which may result in inconsistent documentation.
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Note that the above �gure shows a simpli�ed partial view of the V&V process
described e.g., in ([7; 6]).

V&V activities of a particular phase and design activities in the successor
phase frequently show a similar temporal overlap, for instance, coding starts
before the completion of design veri�cation. If design veri�cation detects faults
later, feedforward change management under deadline pressure corrects the
design and adopts the speci�cation of the already ongoing coding activity.
Furthermore, latent faults escaping the V&V of their respective earlier phase
trigger feedback loops and multi-phase correction actions a�ecting preceding
project deliverables as well.

In case of the Independent Systems Veri�cation and Validation (ISVV)
domain, Review Item Discrepancy (RID) is the output measure of a V&V
activity. A RID is an issue, identi�ed by a reviewer, is not compliant with
a requirement, a review objective or a design goal. The core suggestion is
to facilitate e�ort estimation and �spot out� problematic parts of the target
artifact of veri�cation by applying complexity/quality metrics. These metrics
can be retrieved right at the beginning of veri�cation; also, such metrics for
previous project deliverables (e.g. code metrics in the case of test veri�cation)
are reusable.

Workflow Element 

Workflow Variable Workflow Activity 

Artifact Report 

input

input

output

Figure 3.12: Metamodel of work�ow elements for quality analysis

The basic model of my research is captured in Fig. 3.12 in VPM. This was
used as a driver for quantitative data analysis which investigates correspon-
dence between the inputs and the outputs of an activity.

3.3.3 Quality Maintenance Across Project Phases

In order to see the e�ects of multiple-phase development (and, therefore,
multiple-phase ISVV activities), I took two examples from the aerospace do-
main [7]). Note that these examples are not directly related to enterprise
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service development, but as they have to follow rigorous standards, the level
of details in data was considered deep enough for a quantitative analysis.

The research questions were the following:

• How does the �coding style� (i.e., structuring the code in smaller/bigger
�les with corresponding �header/speci�cation� information) a�ect the
quality of the code?

• How do the number if iteration and the timespan of the project (and,
therefore, the ISVV activities) in�uence the quality?

As Fig. 3.11 shows, quality of artefacts may a�ect subsequent project
phases, and thus, the input of the corresponding V&V activity. In critical
projects, traces among phases are typically available and support the identi�-
cation of engineering decisions (e.g. how many classes will implement a certain
requirement).

Figure 3.13: Trends of faults in multi-phased projects

I also tried to introduce metrics to support the evaluation of dependency
between phases in a quantitative way; the number of requirements/kLOC is
such a candidate. Main �ndings of this experiments were the following:

Although traceability is assured by the development process and tools, the
e�ect of a fault inserted in an early phase (e.g., in a requirement) is not always
corrected, especially during re-iteration.

Mainly due to the mostly human work during veri�cation phases, RIDs are
often recorded in a way which does not help later analysis: typical faults (e.g.
in coding style, comments, or even implementation not fully consistent with
design documents) may be reported once but may refer to multiple artefacts.
Moreover, this also underlines that the number of RIDs may not be a precise
characterization of ISVV project output, since the granularity of RIDs might
move on a wide scale.

The timespan of the original project heavily in�uences the �lifecycle� of
artifacts and also the quality assurance. I concentrated mostly on completeness
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and correctness faults, as during the re-iteration phase of ISVV, these get a
special emphasis. Fault ratio per KLOC in the source code was measured and
taken as input.

In the case of an incremental project with shorter iteration times (see the
left part of Fig. 3.13), the project converges and the ratio of faulty input items
drastically decreases. In the case of long iterations and multiple changes in
requirements, both the completeness and correctness of the software code got
signi�cantly worse. Note that these relatively small fault rates (when compared
to a rule of thumb of 5 faults/KLOC) are detected after the code has been
approved by in-house checks. This corresponds to a qualitative abstraction
which may be specialized by domain

This experiment also underlines that measuring only the characteristics of
input artefacts is not enough without the organizational and human factors,
which obviously have a huge impact on project e�ort both at the customer
side and at the ISVV company.

3.3.4 Fault Density and Input Complexity

In the following section I present an analysis example which tries to set up
high level correspondence between fault density (measured post-mortem, at
the end of closed ISVV project phases) and complexity metrics (measurable
at project planning stage).

Some high level conclusions on RIDs found in this project:

• Comment RIDS (which are often neglected by the customer, especially
if a project is close to mission start) may have been found by ISVV or
prevent-ed during development if basic formal methods and automated,
�template-like� check were used.

• In the case of Minor and Major RIDs, requirement traceability is a key
factor in e�cient V&V. This results in more objective RIDs hich are also
easier to validate and accept by the customer, while their correction can
al-so be better traced.

Major RIDs may include a wide variety of discrepancies, from potential
dead-locks caused by obsolete code to using wrong data types which may
result in bu�er over�ow. Some of these faults are hard to �nd using manual
methods, but are supported by formal tools which also return counterexamples
representing (potentially) wrong behavior. Major RIDs also require peer re-
view, and are mostly accepted by the customers. Introducing Behavior-Driven
Design technologies in the development may also help focusing testing and
V&V e�ort and eliminating faults caused by inconsistent development phases.
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3.3.5 Sensitivity Analysis

The term of sensitivity analysis refers to the approach when the e�ect, mea-
sureable at the output of a system, caused by the change in the values of a set
of input parameters, is investigated. In the case of cost estimators, this general
approach turns to a systematic change of a set of parameters (e.g. change in
size or complexity) and evaluating how this change e�ects the estimated size
of the overall project.

Figure 3.14: Sensitivity analysis in cost estimation

While this principle is well-known, the general methodology does not help
to identify which parameters should be in focus of the analysis. In my work, I
used data analysis in order to estimate the parameters which have the largest
impact on software quality, and thus, the e�ort needed in the ISVV process.

Although the analysis presented here focused on two projects, these were
characteristically di�erent. In Project1, there were 200 �les (input artefacts
for code analysis) with the average LOC of 700 and Cyclomatic Complexity
of 3.1. In the case of Project2, the number of �les was 74 with the average of
5.000 LOC per �le and 3.9 CC.

In my work I also investigated data from the ISVV activities of 16 other
projects with LOC between 20.000 and 500.000.

3.3.6 Application of the Approach

Measuring software quality, maintainability and testability is one of the core
topics of the software industry. Numerous e�orts target on the hand, the esti-
mation of the Product Quality ([GFS05]). In the particular case of SOA, where a
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signi�cant correlation exists between the number of residual faults at the end
the design process (Product Quality) and the observable runtime reliability-
related metrics (Quality in Use). This originates at the strong correspondence
between the functional implementation architecture on the one hand, and the
limited logical use cases of a simple service, this approach is reasonable to
deliver a starting point for operation time Quality in Use. For this purpose,
I selected the simplest way of predicting the static Product Quality, however,
more sophisticated predictors may deliver more accurate predictions. How-
ever, the experiences indicate that the execution of the development process
is equally important to achieve a good Product Quality as the underlying tech-
nology. Moreover, violating the top-down approaches, especially in the case of
model driven design, may lead to crucial quality problems.

3.4 Contributions

Contribution : Quality-driven Model-based Design of Critical
Services
I complemented the model-based design paradigms with quality aspects
for designing critical Web services. Starting from extra-functional re-
quirements leading to provenly sound business processes, a methodology was
elaborated for the empirical evaluation of the e�ectiveness of the V&V process.

Contribution C.1.1 Model-based design of services subject of
extra-functional requirements. Based on the analysis of requirements
posed to critical services, I have proposed a model for capturing the extra-
functional requirements of communicating services in the form of contracts,
with an emphasis on resiliency requirements. I also speci�ed a mapping from
this model to Platform Speci�c Models compliant to the major standards in
the �eld of Web services. Related publications: [1; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12]

Contribution C1.2 Fault modeling and proof of correctness of
composite services. I developed a fault model for composite services and
speci�ed mappings from engineering models to formal model checkers to
evaluate the correct variable handling of composite services described as
service work�ows. Related publications: [13; 2; 14; 15]

Contribution C.1.3 Quality modeling and sensitivity analysis
of V&V processes. I developed a method based on empirical data-driven
analysis of V&V quality assurance processes to support sensitivity analysis
of cost estimation parameters by evaluating quality characteristics of design
artifacts. Related publications: [7; 6; 16]

Publications connected directly to my thesis received the following number
of independent citations:
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• C.1.1 Model-based design of services subject of extra-functional require-
ments:[1]: 40, [8]: 6, [9]: 18, [11]: 3.

• C2.2 Fault modeling and proof of correctness of composite services: [13]:
31, [2]: 13.

• C2.3 C.1.3 Quality modeling and analysis of V&V processes: [17]: 3



Chapter 4

Veri�cation of Fault Tolerance

in SOA-based Applications

In this section, I concentrate on the dynamic behavior of services. Start-
ing from the metamodel presented in Chapter 3, high-level recon�guration
primitives are de�ned to capture dependable services in the form of graph
transformation rules by integrating traditional fault-tolerance techniques into
SOA.

Formal analysis will be carried out in order to justify the correctness of
recon�gurations expressed by dynamic behavior rules. Finally, these models
will be extended in order to be able to generate test oracle automata for the
runtime veri�cation of services.

The chapter uses fault tolerant patterns at two level of abstraction:

Reliable communication. Although communication is assumed to be pro-
vided by the underlying network, often no guarantee can be given about
the QoS of the physical communication. On the other hand, service
providers concentrate on the core functionality, and the extension of
business logic with handling of low level faults is not desirable. Instead,
reliable messaging patterns which are already introduced in classical dis-
tributed services should be re-used, as described in Sec. 3.1.4.

Reliable service components. Fault tolerant computing introduced design
patterns [RX95] to improve the Quality in Use. These patterns concen-
trate on application level faults where a missing or wrong answer may
cause malfunctioning. Recovery block is such a pattern which is intro-
duced as fault tolerant service broker.

The modeling technique is conceptually derived from [Bar+05] where SOA-
speci�c recon�gurations where �rst de�ned by a combination of graph trans-
formation and metamodeling techniques.

59
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4.1 Related Work

Graph transformation is used as a speci�cation technique for dynamic architec-
tural recon�gurations in [WF02] using the algebraic framework CommUnity.
Executable visual contracts derived from graph transformation rules are facili-
tated in [LSE05] where code is generated for the run-time checking of (manual)
service implementations. In [CH04] the same contracts are used for speci�ca-
tion matching. Graph transformation rules guided the model-based discovery
of web services in [HHL04].

The speci�cation and analysis of fault behaviors have been carried out in
[DRS03] using graph grammars. While this approach is not directly related to
SOA, it uses similar techniques for modeling the behavior of the system, and
also applies model checking techniques for verifying the behavioral speci�ca-
tion. However, the behavior of SOA components typically induces an in�nite
state space, such a full veri�cation is problematic.

In [HM05], graph transformation-based modeling was applied for confor-
mance testing. My novel contribution is that (i) I use model checking to gener-
ate test sequences, which leads to a higher level of automation, (ii) my models
focus on changes at the architectural level rather than on the data state trans-
formation with a single service and (iii) I generate a combined representation
of test cases.

The work presented in [Hua+05] aims at test generation for processes de-
scribed in OWL-S. My work was di�erent as my test cases are derived from
high-level formal speci�cation of the dynamic behavior, rather than being ab-
stracted from its implementation. The same applies to [GTR06] where the
SPIN model checker is used to generate test cases for BPEL work�ows.

Authors of [MM06] also use SPIN to create test sequences to meet coverage
criteria. Categories of actions and formalisms for describing test cases are de-
�ned among others in [Muc02] and [Vea+08b]. However, synthesis of test cases
is still an open issue. LTSA [Uch+03] which I use for veri�cation, has already
been applied successfully in a SOA context for the formal analysis of business
processes given in the form of BPEL speci�cations in [Fos+03]. However, the
direct adaptation of this approach is problematic, since the inherent dynamism
in the recon�guration behavior of the service infrastructure is di�cult to be
captured in BPEL.

A de-facto industrial standard in the telecommunications domain for a
highly available service middleware is the Application Interface Speci�cation
(AIS) of SA Forum [For14]. A possible application of the methods presented
in the dissertation includes the application of the approach to testing of com-
ponents of the AIS infrastructure.

A very recent work reported in [KR18] uses a similar approach, with the
extension that de�ne-use patterns are identi�ed. Authors use a newer version
of the same tool (GROOVE) that has been used in my dissertation. One of
the key outcomes of the paper is that graph transformation based speci�cation
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was adequate for a compact description of test cases. However, the generation
of a compact test oracle as described in details in 4.4 is not covered by the
paper.

4.2 Dynamic Behavior of Services by Graph
Transformation Rules

Graph transformations are used in model-driven development mostly to de-
scribe model transformation rules, i.e., structural changes in a graph model
G in order to change the graph structure following the metamodel MM of a
given domain. However, transformation rules can also capture changes in the
state of the system described by G . To support this, I conceptually followed
[Bar+05] where a semi-formal platform-independent and a SOA-speci�c meta-
model (ontology) was developed to capture service architectures on various
levels of abstraction in a model-driven service development process. Further-
more, recon�gurations for service publishing, querying and binding were cap-
tured by graph transformation rules [Ehr+99], which provide a formal, rule
and pattern-based speci�cation formalism widely used in various application
areas. This combination of metamodeling and graph transformation rules �ts
well to a model-based development process for service middleware.

This thesis extends the core metamodel de�ned in [Bar+05] by a new pack-
age for reliable messaging, as described in 3.1.4. I provide new recon�guration
primitives for reliable message delivery in the form of graph transformation
rules 2.2.3.

4.2.1 Recon�guration Rules

The reliable messaging with at least once message delivery can be assured by
the recon�guration rules captured by graph transformation in Fig. 4.1 (using
the Groove notation).

The following �gure captures rules corresponding to faults (message loss
and timeout) and evaluation of the success of message transmission. These
model the messaging semantics applied (in this example, at-least-once).

First, normal messages have to be packed into and wrapped from en-
velopes. Thus, the messages are wrapped up in the sender side instead of
being transmitted (rule closeEnvelope in Fig. 4.1(f)) and envelopes are opened
before receiving their content at the receiver side (rules openEnvelope and ope-
nEnvelopeNoAck in Fig. 4.1(d) and Fig. 4.1(e) where the two separate rules
depend on whether a message needs an acknowledgment). As the most gen-
eral type is used for messages, these rules will match for instances of every
subclass of message class with a reliability speci�cation. Thus, reliable mes-
saging is also provided for asynchronous service invocations, discovery queries,
etc.
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(a) SendMsg (b) ReceiveMsg

(c) SendAck (d) Open Envelope

(e) Open Envelope Without Ack (f) Close Envelope

(g) Retransmit Message

Figure 4.1: Graph transformation rules to model reliable messaging
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(a) Message Lost (b) Timeout

(c) Success (d) Failure

Figure 4.2: Graph transformation rules to model message loss and result of
communication

Basic delivery modes include AtLeastOnce, AtMostOnce and ExactlyOnce,
determined by the parameters needsAck and �lterDuplicates, respectively.

Hereby I consider 'primitives'as basic operation, supported by the runtime
Web service platform (e.g., Reliable Asynchronous Messaging Pro�le- RAMP
or Apache Sandesha) to ensure the desired delivery semantics.

At the sender side, there are basically two message sending modes, depend-
ing on the value of the needsAck parameter of the RelSpec object describing the
requirements for messaging. If this parameter is true, reliable message sending
required for a particular message, which corresponds to the AtLeastOnce mes-
saging semantics. In this case, the sender will wait for an acknowledgement
and consider the transmission of a message successful only if the acknowledge-
ment arrives within the timeout interval. The rule of the successful message
transmission (more precisely, the arrival of an acknowledgement in time) is
shown in Fig. 4.2(c).

On the other hand, if the acknowledgement does not arrive in time (rule
Timeout, Fig. 4.2(b)), then the next action (i.e. the next rule to be applied)
depends on the number of retransmitted messages. If the actual retransmission
number of a particular message is smaller than the allowed, then a new instance
of the Envelope class is created and sent with the same content and a higher
retransmission number (rule RetransmitMsg, Fig. 4.1(g)). If the same mes-
sage content cannot be sent again (precondition of rule TransmissionFailure,
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Fig. 4.2(d)), then the transmission of the message is considered to be failed.
Note that if no acknowledgement is needed, then no additional rules are ap-
plied at message sending, only the core SendMsg rule matches the instance
graph.

On the receiver side, the messages are acknowledged if needed (see rule
SendAck in Fig. 4.1(c)), otherwise the core ReceiveMsg rule is applied (Fig. 4.1(b)).

4.2.2 Fault Modeling by Graph Transformation Rules

Following the concepts of [Avi+04], I identi�ed failure modes for messaging in
service oriented applications.

Message loss corresponds to the case when a message is entirely lost. Note
that partial message loss can also be incorporated in the models, but the
corresponding mechanism will depend on the underlying middleware. In
the current example, I concentrate on reliable messaging where partially
arrived messages are dropped.

Message corruption refers to the case where the integrity of the message is
violated, i.e., the content is changed but the message remains to be syn-
tactically valid. In this case, reliable messaging technologies will fail to
recognize the failure, the message will be handled as captured by 4.2(c).
Extension with secure messaging mechanisms, e.g., message signatures
(see Sec. 3.1.4), may detect this fault as well.

Note that as acknowledgments are messages as well, these can also be lost.
This is supported by the model as 4.2(a) will be able to match these patterns.

Additional rules have been introduced to inject faults into the system ac-
cording to a fault model. In the fault model, I assume that the message may
be lost during submission (Fig. 4.2(a)), or it eventually arrives but a timeout
has already occurred (Fig. 4.2(b)).

Acknowledgments can also be lost, as these are subclass of messages (pre-
viously introduced in Fig. 3.3), the same rule may apply to these as well. Later
in quantitative analysis (Sec. 5.3.3), this will be re�ned in order to distinguish
between quantitative characteristics of acknowledgments and application mes-
sages.

These fault injection rules of Fig. 4.1 are an extension of [9]. Finally, during
veri�cation, I also found conceptual �aws in the original rule set. For instance,
the initial ruleset allowed a message to be received by the sender party itself.
These changes are already included in Fig. 4.1.

4.2.3 Modeling of Fault-Tolerant Components

Besides low level messaging mechanisms, higher level patterns of fault tolerance
were also captured following the same method. Fig. 4.4 shows a metamodel
for a generalized fault tolerant service component.
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The FTService (also known as broker or dispatcher) is realized as a service,
too. It is responsible for forwarding incoming requests to service components
with the required functionality, designated by the knows association. The
number of service components receiving the same request is determined by the
fault-tolerance strategy applied. Responses to a particular request are sent
back to the FTService, which sends them to a Checker service (also known as
adjudicator).

The Checker service can be provided by a third-party component or by a
local service running on the same machine. An AdjudicatorRequest sent to this
service is composed of the original request of the client and the response of
the variant service. The Checker evaluates the incoming request and decides
about its acceptance.

Figure 4.3: Fault tolerant service broker implementing the recovery block pat-
tern

Usually a simple comparison between the expected result, an approximate
value, often determined o�ine, and the response of the variant service is suf-
�cient. If there are multiple answers, another possibility is to compare the
di�erent values. The exact algorithm of the checker is neglected here, a binary
outcome of the decision is assumed. The answer of the checker is wrapped
in an AdjudicatorResponse and sent back to the FTService. If the answer is
acceptable, it is forwarded to the client. In case of an erroneous answer, the
next action is chosen according to the applied fault-tolerance algorithm and
the number of available variants.
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The metamodel presents an overview of the structure of the fault-tolerance
pattern, but it does not specify the protocol executed by the component. This
is described in the following section by graph transformation rules. In particu-
lar, the Recovery Block pattern [RX95] is modeled, where requests are sent to
one variant at a time: the �best� one available according to some metrics gath-
ered over time (e.g., the accuracy of answers or response time). This requires
to maintain a list of components in the order of preference. More sophisti-
cated strategies (such as load balancing between components by permuting
the available components, etc.) are also possible. To mention other FT mod-
eling solutions, OMG covered this at a high level in [OMG09], however, my
solution uses a metamodel specially tailored to needs of SOA and patterns are
modeled in more details (which is obviously needed for test generation).

Figure 4.4: Metamodel for fault tolerant service component:Recovery Block

Altogether I identi�ed four classes of transformation rules according to the
nature of the behavior they describe:

Recon�guration rules determine the behavior of the service under test. In
this case, these are the rules which identify the actions of the FT proxy (for-
warding requests to variant, register a new variant, etc.).

Environmental rules describe the dynamic behavior of the other components
in the infrastructure, still at a high level of abstraction (ignoring implementation-
dependent steps). In this case, rules for service variant and checker components
will belong to this set. The main di�erence between these and the recon�gu-
ration rules is that these are possible �intervention points� where the concrete
test case may a�ect the system since they relate to the behavior of the tester
component(s). However, if the System Under Test (SUT) changes (e.g., the
checker component is the subject of testing), then the classi�cation of rules
may change.

Platform-dependent implement low-level operations, such as sending a SOAP
message. They are needed to create a connection between the behavior of dif-
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ferent infrastructure components, e.g. to model that a message can be received
by the target component only after the source has sent it. They also provide
�exibility as other middleware-related aspects can easily be integrated. For in-
stance, if one would like to extend the model by logging or reliable messaging
features (e.g. creating acknowledgements for each messages), these extensions
can be separated from the main component's high level logic. An example for
such an extension was described in [18].

Test-related rules express actions which in�uence the tests but happen out-
side the system, including fault injection rules. These serve as a tool for
describing actions performed during the testing of a service component, as
described later in Sec. 4.4. In the case of a service broker, rules describing
actions of the client are considered to be clearly test-related. In this fault
model external service faults consider were considered representing an incor-
rect response which will fail the acceptance check. The checker component is
considered to be always correct, but the model is extendable to deal with a
possibly unavailable/wrong checker.

The rules of the example are listed in Table 4.1 with their classi�cation
and a brief description. The rule classi�cation has an impact on the test case
generation, as rules of the above classes will a�ect test cases in di�erent ways,
as described in Sect. 4.4.

4.3 Veri�cation of Fault Tolerant Service
Components

Once the behavior of a service component is captured by a typed graph model,
proof of correctness can be given in order to evaluate whether graph grammar
GG , describing the possible behavior of the SOA system, meets high level
functional requirements. I suggest a method which builds on the composition-
ality of service oriented system, i.e., the fact that service behavior is speci�ed
locally. The method is intended to support these local descriptions (captured
e.g. by a WS-CDL local choreography descriptors [Yan+]) and extend with
functional speci�cation of the service.

This needs the following main steps:

1. Requirement formulation

2. State space generation for the SOA component

3. Evaluation of requirements

In this approach, service infrastructure recon�guration protocols are spec-
i�ed by dynamic metamodeling [Eng+00], a combination of static metamodel-
ing for describing structures as instances of class diagrams, with graph trans-
formation rules for modeling changes to these structures.
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Rule name Description

Recon�guration rules

callAdjudicator The proxy calls the adjudicator when it
receives an answer from a service variant.

callFirstVariant The proxy forwards the request of the
client to the �rst service variant in the list.

callNextVariant The proxy forwards the request of the
client to the next available service variant.

createFailureMessage Since there are no further variants, and no
acceptable response was given to the client
request, the proxy indicates a failure to
the client.

createProxyResponse As the response of the variant was correct,
the proxy forwards it to the client.

createNoServiceFailureMessage As there are no available service variant
for a particular request type, the proxy
returns with a special failure.

registerVariant The proxy registers a variant to the service
list.

registerFirstVariant The proxy registers the �rst variant to the
service list.

Environmental rules

createResponse A service variant creates a response.
newSubscription A service variant send a subscription re-

quest to the proxy.
makeNegativeDecision The checker component rejects a variant

response.
makePositiveDecision The checker component accepts a variant

response.
Platform-dependent rules

sendMessage A message is sent by the middleware.
receiveMessage A message is received by the middleware.
Test-related rules

newRequest The client creates a request.
receiveAnswer The client receives the answer of the proxy.

Table 4.1: Recon�guration rules for an FT proxy implementing the Recovery
Block pattern
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(a) Transmission (b) Failure

(c) Acknowledgement

Figure 4.5: Automata of the properties (-1 represents the error state)

4.3.1 Requirement Description

Requirements were interpreted and formalized in the form of LTSA process-
es/properties (see Fig. 4.5) as follows.

• The transmission of a message is either successful or failed: Exactly one
of the transformation rules Success, Failure is applied in each path to the
restart state(Fig. 4.5(a)).

• The transmission is considered failed exactly in the case when the time-
out of the acknowledgement of the last transmittable message instance
is exceeded (Fig. 4.5(b)).

• Incoming messages are read onlafter being acknowledged, i.e. the appli-
cation of the SendAck rules precedes that of the OpenEnvelope rule. Note
that if no acknowledgment is needed, then the property is not violated
as OpenEnvelopeNoAck rule is applied instead (Fig. 4.5(c)).

4.3.2 State Space Generation

Given the transformation rules described in Table 4.1 and an initial con�gura-
tion (e.g., a proxy, a number of service variants not registered with the proxy
and a client) one can generate the entire state space of the graph transition
system using the GROOVE tool [Ren03]. Groove performs a bounded state
space generation by applying graph transformation rules in all possible ways
to the start graph, up to a given search depth.

As checking temporal formulae directly upon the GTS were not supported,
a separate model checking tool was used. Both the graph transition system
generated by Groove and the requirements are translated into the Labeled
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Transition System Analyzer (LTSA) tool [Uch+03]. For model checking, LTSA
composes an automaton from the LTS of the original system and the property
automaton of the requirement. The analysis will �nd a violation trace if the
property automaton reaches an error state.

Furthermore, since the LTSA analyzer always checks for the existence of
deadlocks (even if a deadlock means correct termination of the system), I
had to guarantee that the GTS is cyclic by introducing additional �restart�
graph transformation rules. These rules are applicable to any con�guration
and delete all information regarding to the state of the system. Alternatively,
this also could be done by implementing an extension in the translator from
GTS to LTSA to create loops on the �nal states.

4.3.3 Completeness and Consistency of the Transformation

Ruleset

The translation from a Graph Transition System GTS to a Labeled Transition
System LTS acceptable for LTSA can be considered as a simple syntactical
mapping with the following rules:

• All states of GTS will be translated to a state in LTS.

• All transitions in GTS will be translated to a transition between corre-
sponding states in LTS.

• All labels (GT rule names) in GTS will be mapped to a label in LTS.

• As the states of LTS are labeled as well, a label should be generated. The
label corresponding to the initial state (mapped from the initial state of
GTS, before the application of any GT rule on the instance graph) will
be 0. All other labels will be numbered according to the order of the
translation.

4.3.4 Groove-speci�c Adaptations of Transformation Rules

In order to encode the transformation rules into Groove (see Fig.4.1), I had to
model concepts such as inheritance, types and instantiation in Groove which
supports only labeled edges between nodes. Therefore, the types of the nodes
were modeled as self-edges, and multiple edge labels were used in case of in-
heritance. For instance, the object in the top of Fig. 4.1(c) has a type of
Acknowledgement (shortly Ack) which is a specialization of Message. Concrete
attribute values (such as the counter of the transmitted messages) were imple-
mented as nodes, linked to their container nodes.

Note that these extensions practically follow the VPM-based semantics of
graphs and graph transformations described in Sec. 2.2.3.
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For the veri�cation of the rules, the graph grammar presented in Sec. 4.2.3
had to be extended to ensure that it will have an in�nite lifecycle, while re-
maining �nite. For all states with no outgoing edges, an edge has to be created
to the start state.

To assure this, one can either directly modify the generated statespace
(by introducing these edges) or explicitly model the necessary changes in the
model which guarantee that the start state is reached. In my work I chose the
second option, as it may allow further analysis possibilities by investigating
whether and how the system can return to the initial status. However, the
presented requirements could be evaluated on the basis of the GTS without
further knowledge on how the system returned to the initial status.

I ensured that the start state could be reached from any subsequent state
by systematic modi�cations of the rules. First, two new rules were created to
restore the start state of the system after the (either successful or a failed)
transmission of a message. Three auxiliary transformations were implemented
to delete the unnecessary elements such as messages, envelopes and acknowl-
edgements to keep the state-space �nite. In addition, all other rules were ex-
tended by a NAC containing the success attribute of the MessageProperty class
to prevent these rules from being concurrently executed with the initialization
sequence.

4.4 Test Generation for Service Components

4.4.1 Goal

In order to validate the operational behavior of services, a thorough testing
approach is needed. Service development environments usually support the
testing of service interfaces by generating a set of messages which test whether
the service functionality is available. However, service behavior and functional
requirements cannot be tested by knowing only the interface de�nition. Testing
of the behavior necessitates the de�nition of requirement speci�cation.

Beyond the usual characteristics of distributed systems, like asynchrony
and communication over potentially lossy channels, service-oriented systems
are characterized by a high degree of dynamic recon�guration. Middleware
protocols for such systems, therefore, have to specify not only the communi-
cation behavior exhibited by the components involved, but also the potential
creation and deletion of their connections, or indeed the components them-
selves.

This additional focus on structural changes requires an approach to pro-
tocol speci�cation which allows to describe (i) the class of con�gurations the
components involved can assume, (ii) their interaction, and (iii) changes to the
con�guration through actions of either the components under consideration or
the environment. In general, such a model (however it is speci�ed) will have an
in�nite state space, which makes full automatic veri�cation more problematic.
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What is more, to verify the implementation of such protocols, the components
implementing them will have to be tested against their speci�cations.

A test sequence here refers to a path in the LTS from the initial state to
one of the success/failure nodes in the statespace, referring to one concrete ex-
ecution. Success and failure will be de�ned by the test requirements expressed
by automata. A test suite refers to a set of test sequences, in this approach,
containing all test sequences corresponding to a requirement.

4.4.2 Solution

Hereby I address the testing of service infrastructure components against their
speci�cations. By service infrastructure components, I refer to services that
are not part of a speci�c application, but play a dedicated role in the service
middleware.

A typical example is the class of services acting as proxies for implement-
ing fault-tolerance mechanisms, e.g., by managing redundancy, forwarding re-
quests to one of a number of available services according to a pre-de�ned
strategy. Fault tolerant design patterns for software (e.g. in [Han07]) de�ne
such strategies, e.g., the recovery block pattern.

Using a UML-inspired notation for rules, speci�cations can be understood
at an intuitive level while, at the same time, a formal semantics, theory, and
tools are available to support veri�cation (as described in 4.3).

This background is used through the state space generation tool Groove
[Ren03] for deriving (a bounded subset of) the transition system described
by the metamodel and graph transformation rules. This transition system is
employed to generate test sequences (i.e. desirable actions and their ordering)
by model checking for a speci�c test requirement expressed as a reachability
property. Unfortunately, the direct adaptation of derived test sequences as test
cases in a SOA environment is problematic due to (i) internal (non-observable)
steps in a test sequence, (ii) the distributed test environment where the in-
terleaving of independent actions is possible, and (iii) not all steps of test
execution are controllable.

For this purpose, I propose a technique to synthesize a compact Petri net
representation for the possible interactions between the service under test and
the test environment by using work�ow mining techniques [VWM04], namely
the α algorithm.

Concrete test cases can be de�ned by a sequence of controllable actions
in this Petri net, while the test oracle accepts an observable action if the
corresponding step can be executed in the Petri net.

This section describes the use of state space generation and model checking
to derive executable test cases, illustrated on the example of a service broker.
An overview of the approach is presented in Fig. 4.6. Conceptually, I follow
the principles of [Bey+04] to generate test cases as counterexamples for a
given property using model checking. The properties are derived from test
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requirements specifying sequences of transformation steps to be used as test
cases.

Given the counterexamples in form of rule sequences, I build a struc-
ture representing the possible combination of test sequences. This way non-
determinism introduced by distributed computing is included in the model, and
the test oracle will be able to treat all possible branches (with the restriction
that only test cases given as a result of the model checking are considered).

For representing test cases, the formalism of Petri Nets is used, in com-
bination with critical pair analysis of the GT rules to �nd non-determinism
in the system. Once the rule dependencies and test cases, the α-algorithm of
[VWM04] is performed to synthesize a complex Petri Net.

Finally, this Petri Net is reduced by applying reduction steps �ltering the
rules which are neither observable nor controllable and therefore are not needed
for the test oracle. Rules corresponding to middleware behavior and internal
operations of the SUT are typically erased from the net.

Figure 4.6: High-level architectural view of the testing framework

4.4.3 Test Requirements

The test requirements can prescribe a desired action, following a speci�ed se-
quence as a precondition. More formally in BNF, the simple property language
is de�ned as follows.

<requirement> ::= <sequence> => <rule>

<sequence> ::= <rule> | <rule>.<sequence>

Here, arrow (=>) means implication, dot (.) concatenation, while | and
::= are the usual BNF (meta) operators. Note that although the conclusion
of a requirement consists of the application of a single rule, a choice between
multiple actions can be modeled by describing requirements for several test
cases.
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To illustrate the approach, I describe test case generation for a sample
requirement: If a variant response passed the acceptance test, the proxy will
forward it to the client. In terms of graph transformation, this translates to
the following rule sequence, using the rule names of Table 4.1.

callAdjudicator.createPositiveDecision => createProxyResponse

Typical requirements correspond to forbidden behavior (such as, �If there
is a variant which has not been asked, no failure message can be sent to the
client�) and required actions, e.g., �If a checker accepts a result, the proxy must
forward it to the client�.

The rules used in requirements will typically belong to the classes of re-
con�guration, environmental, or test-related rules, expressing high-level func-
tionality observable at the application level. Platform-dependent steps are
normally neglected, which results in reusable requirement patterns. For ex-
ample, message-based communication could be replaced by remote procedure
calls without a�ecting these requirements.

4.4.4 State Space Generation and Model Checking

As introduced in Sec. 4.3, a requirement has to be translated into a property
automaton with the obvious modi�cation that the �required action� is consid-
ered as an error state. Moreover, a separate automaton is derived from the
state space of the graph transformation system generated by Groove. In the
process, all information about the internal structure of states and transforma-
tion steps is lost. Therefore, the execution path retrieved by the LTSA analysis
has to be restricted to handle one request at a time.

However, this does not prevent to apply the current test generation tech-
nique to be used for concurrent messages. This assumes the case which is true
for most implementations: concurrent messages, identi�ed uniquely (which
is true in the case of SOA messages) are handled on di�erent computational
threads. As I did not intend to perform a detailed veri�cation of the imple-
mentation of di�erent messaging middleware, my fault model was narrowed
in the sense that no correlated faults are considered. Note, that this kind
of correlation between messages can be introduced by adding additional au-
tomata to the model, which correspond to the behavior of the middleware in
the presence of multiple messages.

Figure 4.7: Requirement expressing the behavior of the proxy
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Given such an input, the LTSA tool is able to �nd rule sequences in the
state space of the system which �violate� the property automaton derived from
the original requirement by negating the required action. These sequences will
serve as the basis for deriving the actual test cases. If no such sequence is
found, than either the requirement is not correct, or the ruleset

As an example, consider the rule set (of Table 4.1) for a sample con�gura-
tion consisting of one client, one proxy, one checker and three service variants.
The original formulation of the sample requirement as a property automaton
is given in Fig. 4.7. The sequence which is found as a �counterexample� for this
property (after the negation of the requirement, i.e., creating a failure state
after �createProxyResponse�) is shown in the following example. (The output
format of LTSA was slightly modi�ed to make the sequence more readable.)

newSubscription => sendMessage => receiveMessage =>

registerFirstVariant => newRequest => sendMessage =>

receiveMessage => callFirstVariant => sendMessage =>

receiveMessage => createResponse => sendMessage =>

receiveMessage => callAdjudicator => sendMessage =>

receiveMessage => createPositiveDecision => sendMessage

=> receiveMessage => createProxyResponse

This corresponds to a sequence describing the desired functionality of the
system, and it will serve as the basis for test cases for this requirement.

Test case generation vs. formal veri�cation Note that although I focus
on the generation of test sequences, the same technique can also be used to
verify the dynamic behavior of the model as described in [18]. In this case the
output of the model checker represents a decision about whether the system
meets a particular requirement. If not, a sequence of events is provided that
violates the requirement.

At this point, execution sequences derived by the LTSA model checker are
available. However, their direct adaptation for test cases in a SOA environ-
ment is not at all straightforward as (i) certain steps in the execution sequence
are internal thus they are not observable, (ii) the tests need to be executed in a
distributed environment where the interleaving of independent actions is pos-
sible, and (iii) one cannot deterministically control all steps of test execution
(non-deterministic testing [MIB04]).

For the �rst problem, many existing approaches [Vea+08a] typically use an
abstract representation of the test case which only includes controllable and
observable actions. For the second problem, one may ask the model checker to
derive all possible execution paths which satis�es a given requirement [HDR04].
However, this results in a huge set of test sequences, i.e. a di�erent sequence for
each interleaving, which can be infeasible in practice. For the third problem, a
test oracle should be derived, which is able to handle an automata composed
of the test cases.
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Figure 4.8: Architecture of test components

After discussing the architecture of the test environment, I propose a tech-
nique to synthesize a compact Petri net representation for the possible interac-
tion between the FT proxy and the test environment by using work�ow mining
techniques [VWM04]. Concrete test cases can be de�ned by a sequence of con-
trollable actions in this Petri net, while the test oracle accepts an observable
action if the corresponding step can be executed in the Petri net.

4.4.5 A Distributed Test Architecture

The component architecture of the test framework is shown in Fig. 4.8 with the
interfaces of messages arriving to each component and potential interactions
between the components.

Since in a service-oriented architecture the server will be unaware of the
client implementation and communicate only via messages, thus the TestClient
does not have to implement any method of the FT proxy (SUT).

Methods of Variant and Checker will be forwarded to the TestCoordinator,
thus the test coordinator implements the interfaces of all the other components
in the test environment. Operations on these interfaces will be interaction
points or controllable and observable actions. This way, no modi�cations are
made to the SUT (the FT proxy) for testing purposes as services implementing
other infrastructural elements can replace the interfaces of the coordinator.

The execution of a test case requires to make certain decisions available as
test con�guration parameters, which are application-dependent during normal
operation. For instance, decisions like the result of an acceptance test or the
availability of a variant will be in�uenced by pre-de�ned test parameters for
each decision in the test. For instance, if multiple variants will be asked by the
proxy, each of them will ask the coordinator whether to answer the request.
I assume that individual components are stand-alone services in a distributed
SOA environment.

In the �eld of model based testing, generating executable test sets from
abstract test sequences is a well-known problem. Actions in a sequence can
be controllable, observable or hidden. These categories respectively correspond
to decision points to set up a certain test case (controllable), automatically
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executed actions within the test framework (observable) and actions inside the
SUT (hidden).

In the current case, a rule sequence produced by the model checker may
contain many rules to be executed automatically, without any test-case speci�c
intervention. Recon�guration rules (like registerVariant) are obviously part of
the SUT, i.e., the FT proxy. Platform-dependent rules can be observable or
hidden, depending on whether they are executed in the SUT or in the tester.
However, as the middleware rules are not directly a�ected during testing, these
are considered to be hidden. Hence, only controllable test and environmental
rules will included in a test case.

My goal was to build a combined representation of multiple test cases and
test oracles in the form of Petri nets.

For this purpose, I combined critical pair analysis of graph transformation
rules with the α-algorithm used for work�ow mining in [VWM04]. The former
technique aims at statically detecting con�icts and causal dependency between
graph transformation rules, while the latter method is used for building in-
stances of a special class of Petri Nets (called Work�ow Nets) from work�ow
logs.

Step 1: Partial ordering of an execution path. First, I build a Petri
Net of each individual test case which makes concurrent behavior explicit by
de-sequencing (totally ordered) actions in the execution path derived by the
model checker into a partially ordered transitions in the PN. I In order to
detect concurrent actions, use basic concepts of graph transformation theory.
Two rules are in con�ict with each other, if the execution of a rule does disables
the execution of the other rule (otherwise, they are parallel independent). A
rule is causally dependent on another rule, if the �rst rule enables the other
(e.g. by creating new matchings for it), otherwise, they are called sequentially
independent.

A partial ordering between actions can be derived by performing critical
pair analysis[LEO06] of the rules, which is a well-known static analysis tech-
nique in the �eld of graph transformation to detect potential con�icts and
causalities of graph transformation rules. Critical pair analysis is able to show
minimal con�icting (or causal dependent) situations between two graph trans-
formation rules. These suspicious situations can be inspected by the user to
decide if they arise in a certain application or not.

In this case, a critical pair analysis will detect some trivial con�icts due
to the semantics of Groove which always explicitly requires a NAC to prevent
the system from getting to an in�nite loop. After eliminating such trivial
dependencies, the result of the analysis for an execution sequence will reveal
those parts of the sequence which can be executed concurrently. These will
correspond to the behavior of distributed components and the middleware,
the order of which cannot be determined. Fig. 4.9 shows a partially ordered
version of rule sequence in Sect. 4.4.4 as a PN where controllable and observable
actions are highlighted.
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Figure 4.9: Petri Net representing a test case

Step 2: Constructing work�ow nets from partially ordered paths.
Using the method of [VWM04] the system model is reconstructed by work�ow
mining techniques from individual observations (cases). The current problem
is very similar: an abstract model of observable and controllable actions has to
be created, which explicitly contains concurrent behavior and potential non-
determinism.

This work�ow mining technique groups relations between pairs of actions
into the following categories: potential parallelism, direct causality, precedence
and concurrency. These relations can be derived from the critical pair analysis
in the previous step, with the restriction that the net will be of class Free
Choice Net. The only di�erence is that the �nal model is not expected to be
a valid Work�ow Net. The result of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Figure 4.10: The Petri Net created after the combination of test sequences

Step 3: Reduction of an observable Petri net. The net is then
reduced using standard PN reduction rules described for instance in [Mur89].
The main principle of the reduction is that all sequences and parallel constructs
are compacted which do not contain any controllable or observable actions,
since these correspond to internal behavior of SUT (this case, the proxy) and
therefore will not a�ect the tester. The result of the reduction is shown in
Fig. 4.11. The resulting abstract PN can be used as a combined test suite and
test oracle for a set of given requirements.
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Figure 4.11: The Abstract Petri Net created after reduction

4.4.6 Discussion

The approach relies on a combination of various formal techniques. Now I
discuss the role of each individual technique in the overall approach.

Why to combine two model checkers? At this point, the o�cial Groove
release does not yet support model checking facilities, only state space gen-
eration. However, this feature of the tool is strong enough because dynam-
ically changing models are supported. Therefore, the state space generated
by Groove is mapped into the format LTSA tool to derive actual execution
sequences for a given test criterion (this is practically renaming a transition
system structure).

Why to use a Petri Net representation for a test case? The �nal Petri net
representation o�ers two advantages: (i) a compact representation of test case
with explicit concurrency and without interleavings (which is not the case of
the original GTS state space) (ii) mining techniques are available to derive the
PN.

Direct bridging of graph transformation and Petri nets. There are existing
approaches to generate a Petri net representation of a graph transformation
system on various levels of abstraction [BKS04; Var+06]. However, the Petri
net representation generated by the presented approach is more compact.

4.4.7 Evaluation

The modeling and veri�cation of fault tolerant behavior is based on meta-
models of the system and changes in the system state, captured as changes in
models which are instances of the metamodel. This raises the question of the
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correctness of the metamodel and the ruleset.

The correctness of a metamodel can be investigated from multiple perspec-
tives:

Completeness Is the metamodel complete in the sense that it covers all rel-
evant aspects of the domain?

Correctness Is the metamodel correct, i.e., the concepts and relations de�ned
according to the domain standards and user requirements?

Although a thorough analysis of these aspects need domain experts as
well, it may be largely helped if a high level formal ontology of the domain
is de�ned (see e.g., [Sza16; 19]). This supports the check of the existence of
model elements and relations, cardinality and direction of relations, etc. even
in the case where a high level concept is re�ned in the metamodel.

Other metrics (such as modularity, conciseness, understandability, etc.)
may also be de�ned and evaluated on metamodels. It is important to note
that recent empirical studies (e.g., [Hin+16]) showed that the completeness
and consistency of a metamodel highly correlate both with each other and the
user perception on model quality in most cases, therefore the above methods
may largely help in the quality check of metamodels to have a faithful input
for analysis.

In my work, the metamodels were analyzed by manual review, a partial
check was performed during veri�cation, i.e., by the fact that the metamodel
and the ruleset together met high level requirements.

The quality of the ruleset may obviously a�ect the result of the veri�ca-
tion. The liveness of the ruleset was ensured by the analysis described in
Sec. 4.3. Partial analysis was performed on their correctness by evaluating the
requirements.

In the case of requirement violation, it remains a question whether the
ruleset was incorrect (in the sense that the rules were not capturing the system
behavior correctly), the metamodel was badly designed, the requirement was
not correct, or the veri�cation found a conceptual �aw in the fault tolerant
mechanism. However, as the ruleset is typically �ne-grained enough to locate
the cause of the violation returned by the veri�cation.

In my case, the initial ruleset contained two kinds of faults: unnecessary
acknowledgment elements could have been introduced and an acknowledgment
could have been sent by the sender as well. Both were easy to discover as the
analysis identi�ed the step and therefore, the state of the graph where the
requirement was violated.
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4.5 Contributions

Contribution : Veri�cation of Fault Tolerance in SOA-based Appli-
cations
Based on modeling of fault tolerance mechanisms in SOA, I developed a
methodology for checking their appropriateness by formal V&V and/or testing.

Contribution C2.1 Modeling of fault tolerance mechanisms in
SOA infrastructures. I developed a method for formally specifying the
behavior of fault tolerance mechanisms based on dynamic fault mitigation
using graph transformation patterns.Related publications: [9; 15]

Contribution C2.2 Proof of appropriateness of fault tolerant
design patterns in SOA infrastructures. I developed a method based
upon transforming the Graph Transition Systems representation of the state
space of service components into Labeled Transition Systems. I analyzed
soundness criteria of the behavior of fault tolerant mechanisms by a state
space exploration. Related publications:[18; 15].

Contribution C2.3 Requirement-driven test generation for ser-
vice infrastructure components. I proposed a requirement-driven test
generation technique for service infrastructures using the Graph Transition
System representation of the state space (C2.1). I proposed to use work�ow
mining techniques to create a Deterministic Finite Acceptor automaton
checking the compliance of observation with the requirements. Related
publications:[17; 15].

Publications connected directly to my thesis received the following number
of independent citations:

• C2.1 Modeling of fault tolerance mechanisms in SOA infrastructures: [9]:
18, [15]: 3.

• C2.2 Proof of appropriateness of fault tolerant design patterns in SOA
infrastructures: [18]: 18, [15]: 3.

• C2.3 Requirement-driven test generation for service infrastructure com-
ponents: [17]: 4





Chapter 5

Quantitative Analysis of

Services

A proper performance characterized by metrics like throughput, timeliness,
etc. is a primary indicator of service Quality in Use.

The service-based approach to system integration raises the problem of
de�ning Service Level Agreements [MA02] (SLA) between the provider and
user of the main service, and as such, it may specify the objectively measurable
elements of Quality in Use. In this context, SLAs are used to describe the
required quantitative parameters of a service, related to a particular client or
class of clients.

However, especially large-scale complex and geographically distributed sys-
tems are subject to the fault occurrences. These, in turn, lead to performance
degradation. This way the notion of performability is a more realistic charac-
terization of user sensed quality of service.

De�nition 5.1 (Performability). Performability PP is a metric of how well
a system performs over a period of time regardless of the presence of faults.

If a system has Up and Down states only (corresponding to good and bad
states), then performability PP is de�ned formally as the product of perfor-
mance and availability: PP = P ∗ A ≤ P.

On the constructive side, increasing availability A is the primary means of
improving performability PP.

This improvement may happen either by introducing fault tolerance or
rapid mitigation of faults to reduce downtimes. However, both fault tolerance
and/or mitigation necessitate a performance overhead.

While well-established methods exist for the estimation of performance in
the clean, fault-free case, little has been done for the composite analysis needed
to estimate performability and take into account the impact of including fault
tolerance and mitigation mechanisms.

83
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The current chapter addresses a formal analysis of this aspect serving as
a model-based substantiation of �nding a proper trade-o� between the perfor-
mance, e�ciency and reliability attributes of the designated system.

Modeling the impact of faults may happen at di�erent levels of abstraction.

Failure of a component service. In the simplest case, fault impacts are
modeled at the level of a failure, manifested as a malfunctioning at the
service interface. Frequently, this is the case if the service is out of the
control of the system, and only its main characteristics are known in the
terms of an SLA. This corresponds in a component integration-based
approach to modeling the component by its Quality in Use.

Fault level modeling necessitates a more detailed insight into the implemen-
tation, but this detailed approach facilitates the faithful assessment of
faults in the underlying resources. This corresponds to modeling the
faulty component by its Product Quality.

The subsequent chapter presents the opportunities o�ered by the two ap-
proaches based on two illustrative examples. In both cases, the logic of the
application is typically described by means of a business process and the focus
of the evaluation is its operation time behavior by using stochastic models as
characterization of the individual components.

Fig. 5.1 shows the main model types and their relationships. Models and
mappings described in this chapter are re�nements of these elements.

Workflow
performability model

Communication
Performability model

Contract  Model Service Model composed of Workflow Model 

service contracts
operational phases

service contracts

service contracts

calculated 
quality 

calculated 
quality 

Figure 5.1: Models in quantitative analysis

Failure level fault modeling delivers useful results, if a service exclusively
uses some resource as the faults originating in the underlying infrastructure
e�ect only the particular service. For instance, random communication faults
directly impact a particular message and here the failure level modeling is
mostly appropriate.

The proposed methodology based on fault level modeling addresses the in-
teraction between the functionality and the infrastructure resources executing
it.
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• A single activity may use multiple resources with di�erent characteristics.

• Resource sharing between co-located services is widely used for cost-
e�cient deployment. Accordingly, a single fault in a shared resource
may trigger multiple failures in di�erent services.

This way a �ne granular model (in our case, using the so-called Multiple-
Phased System modeling paradigm) of activity-resource mapping is necessary
to preserve faithfulness.

The outcomes of the analysis are useful in selection, reliability dimensioning
and con�guration both at the levels of infrastructure and services. This way,
the same model can be used to evaluate the trade-o� between the Performance
E�ciency and Reliability attributes of the system.

The following evaluation focuses on the underlying infrastructure without
any theoretical restriction of generality. The main reason for this restriction of
the scope is justi�ed by the fact that communication is the most sensitive part
to temporal faults. Moreover, a slight modi�cation of the modeling approach
facilitates the incorporation of operation-time faults in the individual activities,
as well. (Output level integrity violations cover both kinds of faults naturally
accomplished by di�erent parametrization).

5.1 Dependability of Business Processes

Business processes can be expressed by the process algebra π-calculus , as also
stated in the standard itself ([OMG11]). This way, the core language constructs
for executing business processes (BPEL, [JE07]) belong to the minority of
technical standards which were developed with the support of formal methods.

Business processes can be unfolded to a process algebraic description by
mapping the individual activities into input/output primitives and their inter-
connection to messages. A detailed description on this mapping is described
in [LM07].

An important property of process algebras is their composability, i.e, they
provide a means for structurally re�ning their elements. This facilitates a
seamless mapping of hierarchical business process models into process algebra.

Business process modeling does not con�ne the mechanisms of inter-activity
communication. A directed arch indicates only a causal dependence and the
implementation of information �ow is left to the middleware (for instance,
shared variables, message forwarding).

In Web services, the inter-service communication is standardized in order
to assure interoperability, implemented as a complex middleware function, as
detailed in Sec. 3.1.

While the channel model in a pure Platform Independent Model is a simple
identity or FIFO, in order to preserve temporal ordering in the data �ow, it
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has to be detailed if the particular evaluation target depends on the proper-
ties of communication, for instance, fault rate, timing, or performance. In the
simplest form, this may happen by including between two interconnected ac-
tivities, a third one, "Data forwarding", which uses the actual communication
mechanism as a resource. This corresponds to how most process engineering
tools handle communication.

Process algebras have a number of extensions to support the modeling
of di�erent quantitative aspects, like performance. For quantitative analysis,
aspects like performance, response time, repair time, delay, failure rate, etc.

Extended process algebra models can be used as a basis for generating
stochastic models, which can be evaluated using Markov chain based ap-
proaches if the underlying stochastic variables follow exponential (memoryless)
distribution, as in the typical case of su�ciently mature services.

"Su�ciently mature" means here that it is expected that no design faults
are left in the system, and the main origin of malfunctioning are random
temporal faults characterized by a constant (and low) rate of occurrence. As
common in reliability modeling, this assumption leads to the use of exponential
temporal distribution of fault occurrences in the components.

While this assumption is typically accepted as a proper approximation for
system level predictions, it has to be noted that reliability theory o�ers a rich
repertoire for approximating other distributions by means of exponential ones
([HT+00]).

Besides on the mathematical analysis of quantitative properties, a number
of tools support stochastic simulation of processes, with the limitation that
only performance parameters (delay, utilization, throughput) can be evaluated.
IBM WebSphere Business Modeler is one of these which was used to model
processes in order to support a combined simulation and analysis.

Present BPM tools enable performance analysis/simulation only under the
restriction that all resources are always available during operation time. This
way, estimated Quality in Use is overly optimistic, as manifestations of Product
Quality faults (downtimes, performance degradation, etc.) are neglected.

The main objective of the work presented subsequently was extending the
core model of a business process with the notion of faults in such a form that
the derived mathematical models can deliver faithful prediction of the system
performability thus properly assessing the fault impacts as well.

5.2 Related Work

In the case of service infrastructure, performability focuses on the level of
service communication middleware. This middleware should work on top of
di�erent network topologies and protocols, ensuring proper QoS for basic ser-
vice communication between a service invoker and provider entity.
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Although quite a few work concentrate on the performance analysis of
services, like [MA02; Bra+07; MW12], these works usually concentrate on
the performance under normal operational conditions. The user perceived
performance, however, depends on system failures as well.

In a service-oriented environment, PEPA has already been used to analyze
(application-speci�c) high-level UML models or work�ow-like descriptions of
services with Service Level Agreement attributes [Wir+06]. In this approach,
the authors investigate performance parameters (compared to performability
in our case).

However, the main essential di�erence is the (performance-related) behav-
ior of services needs to be modeled explicitly on the UML-level. In contrast, my
approach relies only on architectural level UML models, and the core building
blocks of (business-independent) performability-related behavior are instanti-
ated in accordance with the UML model of service con�gurations, which allows
better reusability.

Evaluation of Web Service compositions has been addressed in the litera-
ture by using Petri Net-based techniques ([Ouy+05b; Van+05]), Timed Au-
tomata [KPP05] or nondeterministic automata [KTK02]. PEPA models are
also used to derivate quantitative characteristics of the systems and are the
basis of SLA evaluation [Bra+03].

However, none of these were applied directly on a high-level (for instance,
BPM) description to perform quantitative dependability analysis without the
need to create a lower level model of the system, only basic veri�cation is fully
automatized.

The performability aspect, i.e., the e�ect of faults is typically not covered
by these methods either. [Car+04] aimed at a similar approach, but the under-
lying modeling method allowed only basic calculations (like averages), did not
model resource characteristics and did not capture the dependence of business
functionality on system status.

5.3 Performability Analysis of Infrastructure
Services

5.3.1 Performability Analysis Goal

Assuming that PerformanceE�ciency and Reliability aspects are modeled and
corresponding service con�gurations are generated as described in Sec. 3.1.4.

Questions which should be answered in order to e�ciently use the under-
lying service infrastructure are the following:

• How should the infrastructure (e.g., a middleware component) be con�g-
ured in order to �nd a trade-o� between quality aspects PerformanceE�-
ciency (in terms of communication performance) and Reliability, assuming
that the communication channel is not reliable?
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• What are the parameters of the service infrastructure (e.g., timing for
message acknowledgments and retransmission) and the communication
(e.g. fault rate and delay for messages) with the strongest in�uence on
user perceived service quality?

5.3.2 De�nition of Performance Analysis Process Algebra

concepts

Process algebras serve as a primary means for modeling communicating se-
quential processes by introducing primitive elements and calculus for the anal-
ysis of their logic. Performance Evaluation Process Algebra is an extension
of this paradigm by enriching the modeling elements with local quantitative
parameters, like rates to widen the scope to quantitative analysis like system
performance.

The description of the subsequent summary uses the notions and notations
of PEPA (Performance Evaluation Process Algebra toolkit, one of the most
mature implementations of this paradigm.

Usual work�ow behavior patterns are translated to PEPA using a com-
bination of the operators (Pre�x, Choice, Cooperation, Constant) described
in Sec. 2.3.2.1 [1]. For my investigations, I chose the PEPA (Performance
Evaluation Process Algebra) toolkit [GT06], which o�ers a formal language
for capturing and powerful stochastic analysis techniques for the evaluation of
performance models.

The typical questions for the PEPA solvers investigate passage time (i.e.,
the expected response time of the system as a function of stochastic parame-
ters), utilization of states (what percentage of total operating time is spent in
a particular state).

In addition, sensitivity analysis can also be performed to estimate the
e�ect of changing transition rates on system-level performability attributes.
Core examples for using PEPA are available in [GT06; Wir+06].

5.3.3 The Performability Model

For capturing the performability model of the basic components (in our case,
the client and the server), a visualized version of the process algebra notation
of PEPA is used.

Each process is visualized as an automaton. Rectangles represent states,
while transitions between states correspond to communication actions. ! stands
for sending a message and ? means receiving a message. Sending and receiving
messages is carried out by synchronization between the two processes. Internal
actions without communication between processes are also distinguished (e.g.,
timeout trigger events).

Following the assumption that faults are independent, the �ring frequency
of transition in PEPA are considered to follow an exponential distribution.
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First, let us consider the process model of the case without support for
reliable messaging (Fig. 5.2). Green states represent states where the system
is in "good" condition whereas red states express failure (in this case, message
loss).

(a) Service client (b) Service provider

Figure 5.2: Simple PEPA processes of messaging (represented as state ma-
chines)

Extending this model with the reliable messaging functionality, we get
the processes in Fig. 5.3. Yellow states represent performability overhead,
i.e., operations which are related to the handling of lost messages o other
communication failures, manifested as missing acknowledgments.

At the server side, fault handling needs to properly recognize re-sent mes-
sages. Note that the number of message re-send is parametric, i.e., not only
the parameters of the transitions but also the structure of the state machine
depends on that setting.

Also, the standards does no assume that the "business logic" of the com-
municating client/service requester and the service is asynchronous, but to
separate communication faults from those occurred during service execution,
messages between client and server are handled individually.

Note that the current fault model assumes that a late acknowledgement is
equivalent with a lost one. This is re�ected by the edge receiving an acknowl-
edgement even in the case of failure (in this case, a third timeout).

Finally, the state space of this PEPA model is captured by Fig. 5.4, which
will serve as a basis for performance analysis in PEPA, where the aspect of
performability (i.e., overhead caused by fault handling) is modeled by the
yellow states.

5.3.4 Performability Parameters for Reliable Messaging

Reliable messaging parameters have di�erent impact on the structure of this
model. The number of service providers and requesters can be altered by
changing the system equation (e.g. ClientIdle[3]). I used typical reliable mes-
saging parameters of services to derive send, resend, acknowledgment rates.
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Figure 5.3: PEPA model of communicating services with reliable messaging

These parameters has been set between the two parties after negotiation pro-
cess resulting in a NFContract.

Values of parameters inactivityTimeout, exponentialBacko�, acknowl-
edgementInterval and retransmissionInterval serve as a basis for deriving
the actual �ring rates of the transitions in Fig. 5.3. Note that �ring times fol-
low an exponential distribution speci�ed by these rates, i.e. a larger rate means
that the corresponding operation will be executed faster. Details on setting
these parameters are available in [20].

Transformation overview. Essentially, automatic model transforma-
tions derive PEPA processes from the UML models of service con�gurations
extended with reliable messaging attributes. This transformation takes various
inputs:

• Service con�guration models, which only contain the architectural design,
i.e. the dependencies between services being relevant for performability
analysis. For performability analysis, the main roles of service providers
and requesters are considered. These can be potentially chained to in-
corporate third party services; in this case, the server will also act like
a client, which is supported by the hierarchical modelling of process al-
gebras and hiding internal actions (i.e., invoking a third party service)
from the client. From this point, I concentrate on the case with two
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.

Figure 5.4: State space of PEPA processes implementing reliable messaging
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participants, as modeling elements will be the same for service chains as
well.

• Prede�ned library of component behavior, which captures the core, per-
formability related behavior of reliable messaging for each party (e.g. ser-
vice provider, requester). This library should include technology-related
behavior, which is typically observable but not controllable (in case of a
reliable messaging middleware, the overhead of access to stored message
content before generating new message instances).

• Reliable messaging parameters, which a�ect both the structure and the
dynamic behavior of performability models. This includes quantitative
characteristics of faults of message transmission (encoded implicitly into
rates of transitions) to estimate the e�ect of unreliable communication
layer.

The typical questions for the PEPA solvers investigate passage time (i.e.,
the expected response time of the system as a function of stochastic parame-
ters), utilization of states (what percentage of total operating time is spent in
a particular state). In addition, sensitivity analysis can also be performed to
estimate the e�ect of changing transition rates on system-level performability
attributes. The number of possible retransmissions is also an interesting pa-
rameter to investigate, however, this needs the modi�cation of the structure of
the performability model (by re-executing the transformation), while tuning
of other parameters requires to modify only the rates in the generated PEPA
model. Here I use analysis results from a scenario on an on-road assistance
services, speci�ed by industrial partners and described in details in [20].

Sample analysis results The utilization of states can be investigated in
order to answer questions like �What percentage of time is spent waiting for
the answer of the request?� The result obtained from executing PEPA is listed
in the pie chart of Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Utilization of states
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With the parameter settings of the small example (described in Fig. 5.3),
PEPA derives that in a steady state, the system spends 23% of the time within
states MsgSentX and FailX, which are exactly the states required for providing
reliable messaging. In other terms, the system spends 23% of the time with
fault handling.

Figure 5.6: E�ect of reliable messaging related parameters on overall failure
rate

Fig. 5.6 shows the (relative) change of failure rate as a function of RAMP re-
lated parameters acknowledgement time and retransmission interval based upon
PEPA calculation. For the failure rate, utilization of Failure state has been
used. X-axis shows di�erent values of acknowledgment time while the di�erent
curves plot di�erent timeout thresholds.

The analysis results can be interpreted as early prediction of performa-
bility. For instance, one can deduce from Fig. 5.6 that if the rateAck rate is
increased from 0.2 to 0.3 (namely acknowledgement interval decreases), then
there is about 50% decrease in the frequency of errors. So it is worth improving
performance of the provider if its cost is linear. Decreasing rateTimeout rate
(curves with di�erent colors) also leads to the improvement of failure rate.

Application of the results Here I presented an example on a model-driven
performability analysis approach for service components. The approach used
a concrete standard as example (WS-Reliable Messaging), but as quantitative
parameters are encapsulated within model fragments, the method can be used
for other examples as well, with modi�cations in the modular transformation
chain. The importance of this kind of performability analysis lies in the oppor-
tunity by handling the di�erent aspects of performance and availability within
the same model, thus the trade-o� between these can be evaluated.

The method assumed that the characteristics of message transfer and wait-
ing time between re-sending messages follows an exponential distribution. In
the latter case (for re-send time), this is also the assumption of middleware
implementation. While this may seem to be a strict assumption for communi-
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cation, there are a number of possibilities to extend the method. Semi-Markov
PEPA is one of these possibilities, where the operators of the algebra (and
thus, the statespace) will remain the same, but additional distributions may
be handled [Bra05]. However, this would also need the service modeler to have
exact knowledge on the characteristics of communication (e.g., how the mes-
sage loss probability may change over time or what kind of additional workload
is present) which is not true for most practical cases in SOA-based integration.

However, due to e�ect which are hard to be modeled in a closed form, real
world experiments also showed that even in the case of relatively low work-
load, performance bottlenecks may appear [Wan+13]. The analysis method
presented here do not consider a number of lower level e�ects (physical e�ects
on a network, bu�er handling, additional tasks of the operating system, etc.)
which together may lead to worse measurable results. The comparison of esti-
mated performance with measured values, and identi�cation of the causes of
deviances is generally a hard task in performance modeling.

5.4 Dependability Analysis of Composite Services

Present BPM tools enable performance analysis/simulation only under the
restriction that all resources are always available during operation time. This
way, estimated Quality in Use is overly optimistic, as manifestations of Product
Quality faults (downtimes, performance degradation, etc.) are neglected.

The main objective of the work presented subsequently was extending the
core model of a business process with the notion of faults in such a form
that the derived mathematical models can deliver faithful prediction of the
system performability thus properly assessing the fault impacts as well. During
the analysis, performance of services (i.e., expected response time) and the
expected availability characteristics of resources and services are considered as
inputs, while system level behavior is subject of analysis.

The main questions and measures of interest in the dependability analysis
of composite services are the following:

• The probability that a client request fails (for di�erent types of clients).

• Performability metrics which show the cost of dependability, i.e. which
external services to invoke at given QoS parameters and price. Requests
of di�erent client types, of course, can be forwarded to di�erent external
partners in order to assure the required QoS at a reasonable price.

• Finally, sensitivity analysis is required to evaluate the e�ect of component
failure rates on above measures.

To illustrate how dependability analysis constitutes a support to the provider
of the composed service, I answer the questions �What is the probability of the
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failure of a client request?� and �Which is the most appropriate external service
provider from the set of available providers?�.

5.4.1 Phased Mission Systems Modeling Paradigm

Multiple-Phased Systems (MPS) is a class of systems whose operational life can
be partitioned in a set of disjoint periods, called �phases�([Mur+99], [Bon+04],
[SZ89], [AA86]). Phased Mission Systems (PMS) and Scheduled Maintenance
Systems (SMS) are two typical subtypes of MPS.

• During each phase, MPS execute tasks, which may be completely di�er-
ent from those performed within other phases.

• The performance and dependability requirements of MPS (such as through-
put, response time, availability, etc.) can be utterly di�erent from one
phase to another.

• The con�guration of MPS may change over time, in accordance with per-
formance and dependability requirements of the phase being currently
executed, or simply to be more resilient to an hazardous external envi-
ronment.

As the so-called MPS goal may change over time, the sequence of phases
of which the MPS execution is composed (the execution of a given work�ow)
may depend on the state (such as success/failure) of previous phases.

Figure 5.7: Proposed models for business process to Phased Mission System
mapping

Phase Mission System in VPM Phased Mission Systems can be ex-
pressed with concepts of the uni�ed modeling notation in VPM in the following
way, assuming that PMS is modeled as Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets:

• Marking of a PMS corresponds to a State.

• Transitions in a PMS correspond to a StateTransition
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• Firing times of a Transition correspond to a StateTransitionLabel .

• Reward measures de�ned on the marking of the network correspond to
a StateLabel .

5.4.2 Modeling and Analysis Approach

The description language of Phases Mission Systems, as provided by e.g.,
DEEM [Bon+00], uses a two-level modelling approach.

The modeling approach of DEEM uses a serial decomposition of the au-
tomata representing the PMS model.

Phase sequence model: The so-called PhaseNet is a non-deterministic �-
nite automaton describing the sequence of the individual phases during
execution �ow.

Resource model: The SystemNet represents the resource states and the fail-
ure/repair behavior of system components for each individual phase

Each net is made dependent on the other one by marking-dependent pred-
icates which modify transition rates, enabling conditions, transition probabil-
ities, multiplicity functions, etc., to model the speci�c PMS features.

States in the PhaseNet activate in the SystemNet resources, which may fail
or be repaired during phase execution. Transitions in the PhaseNet depend
on the status (marking) of the SystemNet at the end of the previous phase.
Thus, re-con�guration actions or fault mitigation can be modeled directly in
the operational logic (e.g. by choosing a subsequent phase corresponding to
an operation of limited functionality in case of resource level failures).

The analysis method was implemented using Deterministic and Stochastic
Petri Nets (DSPN) as the modeling formalism, and on Markov Regenerative
Processes (MRGP) for the model solution [Mur+99]. In MRGP, the �ring
times for deterministic transitions are regeneration points, representing the
changes in phases. When compared to existing general-purpose tools based
on similar formalisms, DEEM o�ers advantages on both the modeling side
(sub-models neatly model the phase-dependent behaviors of MPS), and on the
evaluation side (a specialized algorithm allows a considerable reduction of the
solution cost and time).

The following assumptions hold on the modeling and analysis approach
([Bon+00]):

• In every non-absorbing marking, there is always one deterministic tran-
sition enabled (one phase is being executed).

• Firing times of timed transitions are arbitrary functions of the marking
(i.e., resource behavior can be parametrized according to the phase being
executed).
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• Guards can express conditions on transitions, using functions on the
marking.

• Functions can be marking-dependent.

General dependability measures for the MPS evaluation can be de-�ned by
a reward function. Among the measures assessable through such approach are
the probability of successful mission completion, the relative impact of each
single phase on the overall dependability �gures, and the amount of useful
work that can be carried out within the mission. The main motivation of using
DEEM was that -as it was shown in [Bon+00]- it is a versatile and e�cient
tool for dependability modeling and evaluation of PMS systems, as sub-models
neatly model the phase-dependent behavior, and a specialized algorithm allows
a considerable reduction of the solution cost and time.

However, as the approach uses a Platform Independent Model for modeling
Phased Mission System concepts, it can be adapted to other tools as well,
assuming that marking-based parametrization is supported (which is the case
for most PMS tools).

5.4.3 From Business Processes to Phased Mission System

Based on the observation that Web services-based work�ows �t into the class of
systems composed of multiple operational phases characterized by potentially
di�erent requirements and goals, I applied methodologies and tools for depend-
ability analysis based on the paradigm of Multiple Phased Systems (MPS,
[Mur+99; SZ89; AA86]) to this emerging category of dependability critical
systems. A methodology for transforming work�ow description of composite
Web services into an MPS description is proposed, and, once such a descrip-
tion is derived, appropriate tools for MPS modeling and evaluation are applied
to quantitatively assess speci�ed dependability indicators. Hereby I use the
DEEM tool [Bon+04] to describe dependability models and to evaluate the
indicators.

The method uses the following approach:

• The di�erent activities will be di�erent phases in PhaseNet with di�erent
goals, dependability metrics and resources.

• The performance and dependability characteristics of resources and ser-
vices will determine the SystemNet parameters such as transition rate,
initial marking, etc.

• The dependencies between PhaseNet and SystemNet are given by the
task-resource bindings and SLAs of the (both internal and external) ser-
vices.

• The measurements of a MPS analysis are determined by the �business
measures� of the BPM, i.e. the QoS parameters of the main service.
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Processes in the SOA context can be considered as Multiple Phased Sys-
tems in a natural way. The two layer-representation of Multiple Phased Sys-
tems corresponds exactly to the logic of work�ow-like integrated component
services. The upper layer corresponds to the work�ow sequence consisting of
the sub-service elements while the detailed model may be used to describe
the individual component services. Remind that the possibility of splitting
the description into functional and non-functional aspects allows the natural
expression of di�erent parameterization of the invocation of the services and
data-dependent branching in the main work�ow.

Table 5.1 de�ned a Mapping between models MBPM and MPMS .

Business Process Model
element

Phased Mission System element

Basic Activity Phase in PhaseNet: a place with outgoing
edge to a timed transition.

Sequence A sequence of "Phase" patterns.
XOR-gateway (decision) A dummy (simple) place with outgoing

edges to Immediate transitions. The rate
of these transitions correspond to weights of
BPM branch

XOR-gateway (Merge) A dummy (end) place with incoming edges
of transitions corresponding

AND-gateway (FORK) As resource level faults are assumed to be in-
dependent, branches of the gateway are un-
folded into a sequence. As exact response
time of the process is not measured, this do
not distort the expected outcome.

AND-gateway (JOIN) As AND branches are unfolded, this element
is not translated directly.

Resource A "resource" pattern at the SystemNet, cor-
responding to apattern of two states (Up,
Down) and a timed transition.

Recon�gurable resource Two resources with an immediate transition
between them, representing recon�guration
action (Number of recon�gurable resource
instances can be extended).

Table 5.1: Mapping from business processes to Phased Mission System

The dynamics of the business process �ow can be treated as a Multiple
Phased System in the following way. The phases (partitions of system opera-
tion) are the tasks of the BPM, unless consecutive tasks use the same internal
resource. This way the context of the operation (the environment of the mis-
sion) will be di�erent for each phase. The resource parameters -appearing in
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SystemNet if modeled in DEEM- such as failure rates, repair times, number of
identical resources (e.g. the number of possible retransmissions of a request or
the number of Web servers) may depend on the operation context, thus on the
actual phase. The mission goal can change over the time and the execution
of the process (i.e. the mission goal) may depend on the result of previous
phases and the system state. Rates of transitions correspond to SLA parame-
ters of resources and services, taking the guaranteed execution time as phase
duration.

5.4.3.1 Case Study

The �rst phase of the system is receiving a message from the client. The
second phase is upon a decision; whether the request can be served locally (in
this case, no remote web service is invoked) or it needs to be sent to a remote
partner. This decision depends on the data itself and is modeled in a non-
deterministic way. In the latter case, the answer is veri�ed against some basic
requirements, for instance, the presence and the consistency of all required
data �elds are checked.

Figure 5.8: Business process case study model

If additional information is needed, the request is sent to a backup service,
provided by another partner, and built upon another database. The �rst
activity of the work�ow (Process request) is the only element of a sequence of
internal service invocations. Therefore, it is the �rst phase of the system. The
length of the phase will be represented by a timed transition (processRequest
in Fig. 6) with a transition duration determined by the length of the task in
the business process. During this phase, the system can fail if the internal
resource, in this case the Web server, crashes.

In this version, the �Recovery Block� pattern is implemented in a service
oriented environment, which could be called �Recovery Block-like Service In-
vocations�. This means the invocation of a primary service, and if the answer
is not acceptable -for instance, some user record is empty- then the invocation
of a backup service.
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Figure 5.9: The resulting PMS model of the case study

The parameters of external service invocations (modeled by phase service1
and service2 are determined by the SLAs. The failure rate of the services comes
from the UpTimeRatio parameter from the SLA (which is represented in the
BPM tool as a resource parameter of the services which represent the remote
partners). The possible recon�guration of the system, i.e. the resending of the
request to the service2 performing as backup, is represented by the transition
�conf� in the SystemNet.

The expected durations of the timed transitions of the Phase-Net corre-
spond to the estimated execution time for activities of the business process.
For instance, the expected duration of the transition processReceive results
from the average execution time of �Receive request� activity while the ex-
pected duration of the transition service1 is derived from the average response
time of the external service, described in the corresponding SLA.

Error manifestation is expected to happen at the invocation of an operation
using a resource. Resource faults inducing errors are modeled by the timed
transitions of the SystemNet while the enabling conditions of these transitions
model the resource allocation.

The same topology (places and transitions) were used to represent all re-
sources; the transition rates may change over time, according to the actual
phase. This can be changes if the fault model of the resource is re�ned, e.g.,
it can provide a decreased functionality if it is overloaded.

For instance, the transition �Web server fails� is enabled during the phases
which correspond to tasks using the web server while the transition rate cor-
responds to the expected failure rate of a server during a typical transaction.
These parameters can be incorporated as extensions to BPMN models (e.g.
by using model properties), as the BPMN standard does not directly support
the description of quantitative characteristics.

For external services, such as �External service� in this example, the failure
rate is derived from the Service Level Agreement, also using a textual �eld in
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Parameters S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

Failure rate 0.010 0.012 0.017 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.040 0.042 0.048 0.070

Service price 14.0 13.5 13.3 13.0 12.8 12.6 12.5 12.2 12.0 11.5

Table 5.2: Example parametrization

the modeling tool. The main di�erence between the internal resource usage and
the external service invocation is that in the former case, multiple resources
can be used simultaneously and a fault in any of them prohibits the proper
service while in the latter case only a single service and -at most- one resource,
namely the application server is used (representing the behavior that the client
component of a remote service should remain available during the invocation).

5.4.3.2 Dependability Analysis Results

In a real scenario, the parameters of the services and resources are described
by Service Level Agreements. As my aim is to present a methodology for the
evaluation of dependability indicators, I used some sample values based on a
measurement performed against public domain web services, such as the web
service interface of Google available at the time of analysis.

Hereby ten available service are assumed to be available to implement
processRequest, which have their parameters described in Table 5.2. Here
the same guaranteed response time (resulting in the same phase length) was
considered, but this could be subject of sensitivity analysis as well.

The aim of this analysis is at determining the impact of the price and
dependability characteristics of an external web service on the probability of
the failure of a client request and on the income of the composite service. This
income is the fee that a client pays for the service minus the sum of the prices of
the invoked local and external services. As the client receives a compensation
for every failed request, this value has to be considered as a penalty. The
measures of interest are de�ned in DEEM in the following way:

probSe rv i c eFa i l =
IF ( MARK(webServer_down)=1 OR MARK( localServ_down)=1

OR MARK( serv1_down)=1 OR MARK( serv2_down)=1 )
THEN (1)
ELSE (0) // f a i l u r e prob
ServiceReward =
[VAR( Cl ientFee ) − VAR( se rv1Pr i c e )∗FUN( serv1Succ ) −
VAR( se rv2Pr i c e )∗FUN( serv2Succ)− VAR( l o c a l P r i c e )∗FUN( loca lSe rvSucc ) ] ∗
(1−FUN( s e r v i c e F a i l ) ) − FUN( s e r v i c e F a i l )∗VAR( s e rv i c ePena l t y ) // reward

The results of the analysis is shown in Fig. 5.10.
Based on dependability aspects only, SS1 is obviously the best choice as

the number of failed requests has a minimum for this service. However, if the
services are evaluated against the performability measure, then SS10 seems to
be optimal as it has the highest reward value. If both aspects are considered,
SS9 should be chosen instead, as it has almost as good performability measure
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Figure 5.10: Results of the dependability analysis

as that of SS10 with a signi�cantly lower probability of failure of a client
request.

Application of the results The results presented here can be applied in
several kind of business processes (not necessarily restricted to SOA), as re-
sources can be a mix of locally available resources and services, and remote
ones. Resource allocation can be explicit at the process level (as in the ex-
ample), but more sophisticated resource allocations (such as �M out ot N�),
supported by some BPM mechanisms can also be supported via con�guring
the enabling marking of the SystemNet.

Questions answered by this analysis can help design of Quality in Use by
answering the following questions:

• Will the available resource set meet performability requirements?

• Should the process logic (resulting in phase con�guration) be changed
e.g., by replacing simple elements with fault tolerant building blocks?

• Allocation for a process with given SLA: Which resources should be
used? Note that reward measure can also be used to model the "cost"
of a resource as well.

• Determining SLA for the invoked services: What parameters should be
met by the service provider?
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5.5 Contributions

Contribution : Quantitative Analysis of Critical Services
I extended the quantitative evaluation of critical SOA-based applications by
performability analysis services and their underlying infrastructures.

Contribution C3.1: Performability Analysis of Infrastructure
Services. I developed a performability analysis method of fault-tolerant
service infrastructures to estimate the performance penalty of communication
middleware for assuring dependability. I speci�ed a mapping from high-level
service models extended with extra-functional parameters (as in C1.1) to pro-
cess algebra models amenable to performance analysis. Related publications:
[20; 21; 15]

Contribution C3.2: Performability Analysis of Composite Ser-
vices I developed a method to model composite business processes following
the Phased Mission System (PMS) paradigm to evaluate SLA compliance
regarding performance and availability constraints. The temporal behavior of
the application is decomposed into steps of an execution time approximated
by constants, and the underlying services are expected to be subject of random
failures, characterized by a constant fault rate. Related publications:[22; 23].

Publications connected directly to my thesis received the following number
of independent citations:

• C2.1 Performability Analysis of Infrastructure Services: [20]:9, [21]:3,
[15]: 3.

• C3.2: Performability Analysis of Composite Services: [22]: 24, [23]: 2.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions and Evaluation of Results

The focus of my thesis was model-driven methods for quality-driven model-
ing, synthesis and analysis of critical services implemented over the Service
Oriented Architecture paradigm. My work focused on service components,
contract and composite service description, with the primary aim to support
dependability evaluation, starting from engineering models. The ambition of
the thesis was a proper coverage of the critical phases of the lifecycle, primar-
ily addressing the question how the Quality in Use can be assured from the
aspect related to dependability during design and runtime. By following the
best practice of model transformations I generated the frameworks for check-
ing the correctness and e�ciency of fault tolerance mechanisms and assuring
the proper performability of the designated system even in the case if faults
are present.

My three major contributions were the following:

• Evaluate and support the possibilities of model-driven development (MDD)
methods MDD in the service quality-driven design of service oriented
applications.

Contribution: I complemented the model-based design paradigms with
quality aspects for designing critical Web services. Starting from extra-
functional requirements leading to provenly sound business processes, a
methodology was elaborated for the empirical evaluation of the e�ective-
ness of the V&V process (Chapter 3).

• Support the runtime veri�cation/testing of SOA components to �nd er-
rors caused by deviations from speci�cation, i.e., guarantee correctness
of services by early detection of underlying errors.

Contribution: Based on modeling of fault tolerance mechanisms in SOA,
I developed a methodology for checking their appropriateness by formal
V&V and/or testing (Chapter 4).

105
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• Extend performance evaluation with quantitative analysis of performa-
bility, assessing the performance of the service considering the e�ects of
faults in an uncontrolled environment.

Contribution: I extended the quantitative evaluation of critical SOA-
based applications by performability analysis services and their underly-
ing infrastructures (Chapter 5).

The presented approaches are designed to be extendable with aspects as
well. Their practical use in other architectural paradigms than SOA is how-
ever limited, as the elaborated methodologies implicitly exploit the strong
functional-architectural correlation. While at the �rst glance it seems to be
only a simpli�cation, a proper generalization would need the embedding of the
core information on the PIM-PSM mechanism (which is quite straightforward
in the case of SOA).

The novel methodologies presented in the thesis rely on existing analysis
tools. While model transformations deal with the static models, and scale well
with the increasing size and complexity of the models, the same is not valid
for the analysis especially if dynamic state space exploration is involved. This
way, the main limitation originates in the mathematical analysis as I tried to
generate compact analysis models at the highest level of abstraction which still
maintains a proper faithfulness.

Note that the most promising way to overcome these constraints is hierar-
chical analysis by following the assume guarantee principle, however, this was
left as subject of further research. From the domain point of view, further
research and experimentation is needed in order to adapt these to other �elds
like micro-services, an important paradigm which o�ers a lightweight approach
for creating distributed services.

6.1.1 Evaluation and Usage

My research results were used in the following ways:

Research projects and application

• The model-driven deployment approach was adapted in the CoMiFin EU
project in order to generate monitoring con�gurations for SLA-driven
trust assurance in critical Financial Infrastructures. The generated code
was deployed on a distributed testbed in 3 countries. Connected publi-
cations: [24] (Nr. citations: 13 ), [25] (Nr. citations: 2 ).

• Results of C1.3 were used on data from project partners Critical Soft-
ware and Resiltech in the CECRIS EU project where data from critical
aerospace and railway projects were analyzed.
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• I was working on creating veri�cation work�ows in the DECOS EU
project with colleagues of BME MIT FTSRG, where we created a frame-
work for process-driven veri�cation, based loosely coupled tools [19; 26;
27] Nr. citations: 12,8,22 .

• In the SENSORIA EU project, results were used to create a demonstra-
tor which was presented at Systems and CEBIT international industrial
fairs, integrated to Sensoria Development Environment (SDE). (C1.1,
C1.2, C2.2, C3.1).

• In the e-Freight EU project we were using a similar approach to model as-
pects of service integrations in international multi-modal logistics. Con-
nected publications: [4].

• Transformations for performability (C1.1., C3.1) were reviewed and ap-
plied in a proof of concept of the SENSORIA project in the domain of
�nancial services.

• Dependability analysis of composite services by Phased Mission System
were part of the deliveries of the ReSIST NoE project.

• A similar graph transformation-based approach to C2.1 was used for
Wireless Sensor Network performability simulation in a Hungarian-French
bilateral project in order to evaluate the optimal period length of the
Controlled Greeds Sleep algorithm [28] (Nr. citations: 28 ).

Connected research

• The transformation speci�ed in C1.2 was extended in [Heg14] to support
back-annotation of transformation execution traces. The method as also
extended in [2] to cover compensation handling of work�ows as well.

• Our research group is investigating intensively the theoretical and ap-
plicability issues of blockchain platforms. Connected to this research, I
served as an advisor (the only one from the academy) for a grant pro-
posed by Linux Foundation on the business process based generation of
smart conctracts for the Hyperledger private blockchain platform 1. This
research was connected to results of C2.2 and will be also presented at
the most important global technical forum of the Hyperledger community
(Dec 2018, 2). The work has already been presented at an international
workshop [29].

1https://www.hyperledger.org/blog/2017/08/29/congratulations-to-the-hyperledger-
interns-and-mentors-on-completed-summer-internships

2https://sched.co/G8sC
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• A similar approach was adapted to generate Complex Event Processing
con�gurations [30] in order to guarantee that all important services are
monitored properly.

• In multiple bilateral collaborations with IRISA-INRIA Rennes and LIRMM
Montpellier, I was investigating multiple level of QoS in services based on
Wireless Sensor Networks. A novel algorithm (Controled Greedy Sleep)
was created and extended to capture service level requirements [31; 32;
33], Nr. citations: 27,10,2 . Enhanced routing algorithms were proposed
to improve data quality of measurements in [34; 35; 36].

Education

• Transformations and the method for performability analysis (3.1) were
included in the material of the Sensoria Summer School (2009).

• Results of C1.1 and C1.2 were used directly in the SENSORIA project,
in the SENSORIA Summer School and in multiple BSc and MSc courses
of BME MIT FTSRG (System modeling, Service integration). Research
results were used not only at BME but also at di�erent other universities
(LMU München, Univ. Oslo).

6.2 Publications

The following table summarizes my publications according to MTMT (also
contains some non peer-reviewed papers and abstracts at local conferences
which are not detailed in the publication list of the thesis).

Number of publications: 48

Number of peer-reviewed journal papers (written in English): 11

Number of articles in journals indexed by WoS or Scopus: 11

Number of publications (in English) with at least 50% contribution
of the author:

13

Number of peer-reviewed publications: 42

Number of independent citations: 153 (in MTMT),
322 (google scholar)

Table 6.1: Publications

Besides scienti�c publications, a number of students work was related to
the topics I was working on. Related student works were submitted to the
Scienti�c Students' Association conference (TDK), where I was involved as
(co-) consultant: Zsolt Déri (3rd prize), Máté Kovács (1st prize), Ábel Hegedüs
and Tibor Bende (1st prize), István Dávid (1st prize), György Nádudvari (3rd
prize), Balázs Urbán and János Hartwig, Attila Dinh and Dániel Magyar (3rd
prize), Balázs Urbán and Noémi Szilvásy (2nd prize), Dezs® Burján (2nd prize).
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6.3 Future Work and Research Directions

Besides the adaptations mentioned above, I plan to adapt and extend my
results in three major topics:

Analysis and quality assurance of data-driven processes. Recently,
data-driven services gain more and more attention. These services are
typically supported by data processing and analysis services, where a
fault in the input data may lead to failures, which are often hard to
identify, because of the di�erent data processing, manipulation and anal-
ysis steps which typically do not preserve metadata about the origin of
a speci�c piece of information. My intended research aims at creating
modeling and analysis methods in order to strengthen the Quality in Use
of these services of rapidly growing importance.

Model driven data analyis. The methods presented in the dissertation
assumed that metrics of a speci�c quality aspect can be identi�ed in a
top-down approach. In a lot of practical cases, however, identi�cation
of the metric to be evaluated (metric selection) and validation of early
analysis results (originating either in visual or computational methods)
needs special domain expertise. This kind of data selection and result
validation is often the most critical part in the design of a data-driven
service (e.g., a service evaluating the status of a large-scale distributed
infrastructure). Based on our recent research cooperations in this �eld,
I plan to develop methods and algorithms to support these operations.

Model-driven design of smart contracts in blockchain platforms. Our
research group is investigating intensively the theoretical and applicabil-
ity issues of blockchain platforms. Connected to this research, I served
as an advisor for a grant proposed by Linux Foundation on the business
process based generation of smart contracts for the Hyperledger plat-
form. In the frame of this research, correctness issues and the extension
of model-driven methodology will be also investigated.





Appendix A

Extra-Functional

Characteristics of Services

The following section gives a summary on how the non-functional character-
istics of ISO25010 are de�ned in service development and integration, from
[37]. These parameters were carefully evaluated from the service integration
point and incorporated in an academic UML pro�le to support service contract
de�nition [1; 38; 10].

As service frequently communicate data related to the outside world, the
concepts of metrology are included into characteristics.

Accuracy: quantitative measure of the magnitude of error [.] The accuracy
level for a particular service, de�nes the maximum range of error of the
result provided by the service. This accuracy level would be established
in the service contract (for example, a positioning service could be given
an Accuracy of +/− 100 meters).

Integrity: for services should be provided so that a system or component
can prevent unauthorized access to, or modi�cation of, computer pro-
grams or data. There can be two types of integrity: data integrity and
transactional integrity.

Data integrity de�nes whether the transferred data is modi�ed in tran-
sit (see also the de�nitions of security)

Transactional integrity refers to a procedure or set of procedures,
which is guaranteed to preserve database integrity in a transaction
(see transactionality).

Often the term Integrity is referred to by explicitating the sense (e.g.
in �Integrity w.r.t. a particular characteristic�). For example: integrity
w.r.t. safety is de�ned as the likelihood of a system to satisfactorily
perform the required safety functions under all the stated conditions
within a stated period of time.
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Inter-operability: represents the ability of services to mutually exchange
data and provide functionality without additional e�orts. Web services,
for example, should be interoperable without any in�uence of the under-
lying implementation technology like programming language or operating
system the services are hosted on [Lee+03].

Availability: readiness of the service (i.e., the probability that the system
is up and the service o�ered according to tis speci�cation by a service
provider is ready to be consumed by a service requester (where repair and
downtimes of the system are considered) [Lee+03]. It can be measured
by the ratio of the expected value of the uptime with respecto to the
total time of operation. The number of successfully completed requests
corresponds to accessibility.

Performance: represents how fast a service request can be completed. Per-
formance can be measured in terms of throughput (number of request
served in a unit of time), latency (the time the service client perceives be-
tween sending a request and receiving the response), execution time (the
core computation time needed to complete the operations implement-
ing service functionality), and transaction time (the time the service
provider �nishes the overall execution of the service, including neces-
sary operations implied by overhead of the service technologies) [SA03].
High-quality services should provide higher throughput, lower latency,
lower execution time, faster transaction time and faster response time
[Rom+05].

Scalability: represents the ability of the service to provide its function-
ality despite the variations in the number of requests in time. Scal-
ability can be measured as the throughput (or other performance
metrics) of the system depending on the actual workload.

Reliability: represents, in general, the continuity of service delivery until the
�rst fault. Two types of reliability can be distinguished: service reliability
and commmunication reliability.

Service Reliability: the ability to deliver correct responses continu-
ously in time. Service reliability can be increased by using �tradi-
tional� fault tolerant (FT) algorithms and design patterns, which,
are hidden from the client.

Communication Reliability: corresponds to the correct delivery of
messages between two endpoints. Reliable endpoints are aware of
the network techniques used to ensure reliable message transfer (e.g.
acknowledgements, duplicates, ordering). Communication Reliabil-
ity corresponds to the correct delivery of messages between two end-
points. Standards like [OASb] and [OAS05](which were converged
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in [OASa]) are available with some reference implementations in the
Web service scenario.

Security: represents the ability of a service to provide trusted services by
o�ering authentication, authorization, con�dentiality, traceability/au-
ditability, data encryption and non-repudiation [Rom+05].

Authentication: access property that represent the process of validat-
ing the credentials of a person, service or device. Authentication re-
quires that the entity making the request provides a credential that
proves its identity. Common forms of credentials are user names
and passwords, digital signatures, smart carts, etc.

Authorization: access property that represent the process of granting
a person, service or device access to certain protected information,
services or functionality. Authorization is derived from the identity
of the person, service or device making the request, which is veri�ed
through authentication.

Con�dentiality: de�nes whether data should be treated properly so
that only authorized entities can access or modify the data [Rom+05].

Traceability/Auditability: de�nes whether it is possible to trace the
history of a service when a request was serviced, including informa-
tion about the identity of the entity which was acting as a service
client [Rom+05].

Data encryption: refers to the process of converting data into coded
form (cyphertext) to prevent it from being read or understood by
an unauthorized party.

Non-repudation : is an access property assuring that an entity cannot
deny requesting a service or data after the fact [Rom+05]. It refers
to the method by which the sender of data is provided with proof
of delivery and the recipient is assured of the sender's identity, so
that neither can later deny having processed the data[HB04].

Network-related QoS: represents the QoS mechanisms operating in the trans-
port network which are independent of the service. They can be mea-
sured by network delay, delay variation and/or message loss [Rom+05].

Robustness: represents the ability of the service to function correctly in the
presence of incomplete or invalid inputs, violating the input speci�cation.

Safety: user-oriented quality requirement that speci�es the degree to which
a service shall not directly or indirectly (e.g., via inactivity) cause acci-
dental harm to either life (e.g., injury, loss of life) or property (e.g., loss
of money or corruption of valuable data). The safety requirement for a
service is de�ned in conjunction with the artifacts the service interacts
with.
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Transactionality: represents the transactional properties of the service. A
transactional service can be committed in the case of success, otherwise
it is rolled back. In the context of long running transactions, where the
resources cannot be accessed exclusively during the transaction, trans-
actions are managed by fault handling or compensation actions.

Transactional support can be classi�ed as: unprotected when the ser-
vice do not need to be undone (i.e., there are no permanent side e�ects
or explicit resource allocation), protected when services can be undone
(e.g., conventional database operations), real when services cannot be
undone, semi-protected when services o�er partial (or non-deterministic)
compensation capabilities, negotiable when services can negotiate their
own compensation capabilities at run time. Note that most execution
environment provide support for semi-protected services.

Traditionally, requirements against a transactional (protected) service
are: atomicity (either the entire transaction is executed or none of its
steps), consistency (the system is in a consistent state after the execution
of the transaction), isolation (all parallel transactions are executed as
there were only one transaction in the system), durability (the result of
a transaction is persistent). A semi-protected service may relax or not
assure the properties of atomicity and isolation.

Trustworthiness: refers to the assurance that a system deserves to be trusted,
that it will perform as expected despite environmental disruptions, hu-
man and operator error, hostile attacks, and design and implementation
errors. Trustworthy systems reinforce the belief that they will continue
to produce expected behavior and will not be susceptible to subversion
[SI99].



Appendix B

Example Process for Service

Orchestration

The following �gure shows a service orchestration for a scenario where a car
is broken down and automatically asks for assistance. Based on the GPS
coordinates of the car, the orchestrated service checks for assistance and nearby
garages, and also invokes a bank service to lock a deposit for the estimated
costs. At the end of the process, the selected garage is called. A longer
description of the case study is available in [Elg+11].
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Figure B.1: Service orchestration example



Appendix C

Model Transformation Flows

The current appendix summarizes the model transformation work�ows which
were implementing the presented methods.

C.1 Transformations for Performability Analysis

The translation of the UML model to PEPA code was implemented in multiple
steps shown in Fig. C.1 using Model2Model and Model2Code transformations.
The input of the transformation chain is a UML model using UML4SOA for
modeling services and non-functional parameters of messaging. This model is
imported to the internal representation of the VIATRA2 tool.

First, uml2soa transformation takes out the relevant parts of the model.
This transformation is used to collect relevant information from the model
representation and generates a compact model (which is semantically similar
to a Domain Speci�c Model). This model is also used in other work as a basis
of con�guration generation for Web services [8]

Then uml2pepa is executed to transform relevant parts of this model (from
the performance aspect) to the concepts of the PEPA tool by taking the con-
tracts attached to the model and generating PEPA automaton. This transfor-
mation also uses a 'parameter library' (currently encoded as a set of constants)
which represent typical settings of the reliable middleware. These are also used
to set default values for parameters which were uninitialized in the high level
model. This transformation can be considered as a �PIM-to-PSM mapping�
following the MDA conventions.

Finally, pepa2out is a syntactical transformation which generates textual
code from the PEPA model. Separating the syntax generation from the seman-
tical mapping enables to develop transformations which are easier to maintain;
moreover, the abstract performance model can also serve as the basis of cre-
ating input to other stochastic analysis tools.

Model transformations are also captured in a textual way by using a com-
bination of (i) graph patterns for querying models, (ii) graph transformation
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Figure C.1: Transformation chain

Figure C.2: Transformation of business processes to stochastic Petri Net

rules for elementary model manipulations, and (iii) abstract state machines
for assembling complex transformations from simple rules.

Creating transformation work�ow The transformation work�ow was also
integrated to the SENSORIA Development Environment (SDE) which inte-
grates SOA development and analysis tools in a �SOA-style� [Pro07].

Using our transformations and the SENSORIA tools, the developer can
perform complex design tasks of SOA systems where analysis questions have
to be answered (for instance, whether it is worth using reliable messaging
considering expected failure rate and performance constraints). All models and
tools can be managed within the same Eclipse environment. Extended with
deployment transformations and references to component implementations, the
service con�guration can directly generated to target execution environments.

C.2 Transformations for Dependability Analysis of
Composite Services

As it was mentioned in, the dependability indicators of business processes
can be evaluated if they are transformed into a PMS model. The model
transformation-based analysis of business process descriptions consists of the
steps shown in Fig. C.2.
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First, the engineering model of the functionality ?enriched by dependabil-
ity pa-rameters? is taken to be analyzed by formal methods. This model is
generated by a BPM tool, and transformed by the VIATRA2 framework into a
DEEM model. To build a mathematical model from the high level business de-
scription in an automated way, the BPM is parsed into a graph representation
(�BPM Graph�).

Then, graph transformations are performed upon this parsed model in
order to generate a graph which represents the relevant elements of the system
in the target paradigm (�MPS Graph�). In this case, the target paradigm
is MPS and the target model representation format is that of the DEEM
tool. However, as it will be discussed later, the transformation itself was
implemented in two steps. Once the model can be read by the target analysis
tool, a precise analysis method (in this case, the Markov Regenerative Process-
based dependability evaluation) can be performed.

The transformations were implemented with the VIATRA2 model trans-
formation framework. The automatic generation of a DEEM model consists
of three basic steps:

1. Importing the XML �les which contain the description of di�erent as-
pects of the BPM model (�BPM description�), such as the basic process
model and the actual values of the variables which determine the runtime
behavior of the system, e.g. the probabilities of paths to be followed af-
ter decisions. This step was implemented us-ing the built-in BPM parser
component of the VIATRA2 framework, which creates an inner graph
representation -in the VPML language of the tool- of the business process
(�BPM Graph�).

2. Transforming the graph representation of the BPM structures and con-
cepts into a graph representation of a multiple phased system. The
model transformation (�bpm2mps�) itself is implemented in this step.
The metamodel of a general MPS description contains the elements of
a DSPN-based representation of MPS, such as the places, the transi-
tions and the arcs of the SystemNet and the PhaseNet (�MPS Graph�).
The transformation is described by precondition patterns matching to
the concepts of the BPM metamodel and the corresponding postcondi-
tion patterns give the equivalent Petri Net structures, describing a Phase
Mission System still in the graph representation language. As this trans-
formation is based on a generic MPS metamodel, the analysis tool can
be replaced by another Petri Net based tool with-out any change in this
transformation.

3. Code generation: once a graph representation of the MPS is available,
the text �le in the DEEM format can be generated by a simple transfor-
mation (�mps2deem�). This transformation is designed to take a graph,
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in which the elements are stored in a tree structure and references be-
tween them describe the logical connections, and generate a text �le
(�DEEM model�). The main reason of the separation of model transfor-
mation and the code generation is twofold; �rst, this way the changes in
the tool representation format (or even the replacement of the DEEM
by another analy-sis tool) can be easily tracked and do not interfere
with algorithm of the transformation of the main concepts. Therefore,
the transformations are maintainable. Second, since the DEEM repre-
sentation is a �at format, the whole graph tree is needed for the code
generation, and therefore this step cannot be started before the entire
model transformation is �nished. In order to analyze business processes
with DEEM (�Analysis results�), the two transformations (�bpm2mps�
and �mps2deem�) were implemented in the VIATRA2 framework.
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